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INTRODUCTION 
 

This MA thesis reflects my interest in literary translation, an interest which in its turn 

results from a fondness of language and literature. It consists of an annotated 

translation of selected fragments of a literary prose work and reflections with regard 

to the theoretical aspects of prose translation. My selection criteria required the object 

of study to be a modernist novel to which sufficient secondary material should be 

devoted. I chose The Sound and the Fury, which satisfies both criteria. There is no 

doubt that The Sound and the Fury with its fragmented nature, its distorted 

chronology and its narrative structure, which depart radically from that of more 

traditional novels, is a modernist work par excellence. Although not much has been 

written on the translation of Faulkner’s work specifically, let alone on The Sound and 

the Fury, there is no shortage of literary and linguistic analyses of this novel which 

could be used as a back-up in the event of interpretative dilemmas.  

 PART ONE of this thesis describes the quest for a working method for the 

investigation of a literary prose text in order to prepare its translation. It proposes the 

use of Leech and Short’s model of stylistic analysis as a tool to carry out a 

Translation-Oriented Text Analysis. Subsequently, it speculates on the merits of 

contrastive (linguistic) analysis as a complementary step in the preparation of a 

translation. 

 In PART TWO The Sound and the Fury is considered in the contexts of 

Faulkner’s style and modernism. This rather general overview is followed by a more 

detailed stylistic analysis of The Sound and the Fury and complemented with a brief 

investigation of the contrastive issues raised in PART ONE.  

 PART THREE contains the annotated translations of four fragments from the 

respective chapters of The Sound and the Fury. The notes refer back to the analysis if 

applicable.  

 Finally, the conclusion evaluates the virtue of stylistic analysis and contrastive 

analysis for the preparation of a translation of The Sound and the Fury. 
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PART ONE: Theory 
 

1.1 A Working Method 
From the outset my goal was to make some hopefully interesting remarks on the 

translation of The Sound and the Fury. In my quest for a working method, I had few 

preconceived notions of existing models, although for various reasons some existing 

approaches had to be abandoned right away. For instance, Nida’s views as expressed 

in Toward a science of translation, which amount to considering translation merely as 

transcoding, are generally considered antiquated. They have led to critical reactions 

which questioned the validity of the concept of a meaning that is ingrained in the 

text. According to Nord, most translation theorists agree that translation should be 

preceded by textual analysis (Text Analysis 1). Indeed, one of the requirements of the 

practical translation courses I attended was conducting a so-called Translation-

Oriented Text Analysis (hereafter TOTA). This turned out to be quite useful and 

enlightening for different text types and genres, including literary ones. However, as 

the models for textual analysis which are presented by Hönig (“Vertalen tussen 

reflex and reflectie”) and Nord (“Tekstanalyse”) do not focus on literary texts, the 

elements which constitute the model seem to be less relevant for the analysis of 

literary texts. This should not come as a surprise as these models are based on 

Vermeer’s skopos theory. Skopos theory downplays the “sacredness” of the source text 

in favour of the purpose of the target text. It lays emphasis on extra-textual factors 

such as sender, place, time, intention and motive, and according to Schäffner “has … 

been judged less applicable to literary translation, due to the special status of a 

literary work of art”. In a more elaborate description of her model of translation-

oriented text analysis Nord claims, however, that it “is applicable to all types of text” 

(Text Analysis 2), including the literary. And while she provides examples of analyses 

of literary texts in Text Analysis, the procedures are unsystematic and lack theoretical 

underpinnings. What is needed is a model for the analysis of literary texts which is 
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fairly systematic and productive, so that translation should not depend solely on the 

translator’s intuition. 

 

1.2 TOTA 
With regard to the question whether literary discourse is fundamentally different 

from other discourses the jury is still out. Verdonk mentions that critical discourse 

analysts, for instance, consider there to be no fundamental difference between 

literary and non-literary texts (74-75). According to Verdonk himself, however, 

literary texts are “self-enclosed” (21). He argues that they “[do] not make direct 

reference to the world of phenomena but [provide] a representation of it through 

[their] peculiar and unconventional uses of language” (Verdonk 12). Although 

referring to poetry, the statement equally applies to prose, even when its language 

may appear to be less unconventional than poetic language. This indirect 

relationship between literature and the physical world requires an approach in 

which intra-textual features take precedence over extra-textual ones. According to 

Boase-Beier, “the main focus of the difference [between literary and non-literary 

texts] is style” (Boase-Beier, Stylistic Approaches 72), whereas “functional theories … 

tend, oddly, to neglect the role of [it]” (Boase-Beier, Stylistic Approaches 56). It 

appeared that the focus of my analysis should be style. My initial assumption was 

that there would exist studies which used stylistic analysis by way of a TOTA, i.e. as 

a tool for the preparation of a translation. Indeed, there is an extensive body of 

literature on translation in which stylistic analysis features prominently. Boase-Beier 

and Marco have both written several articles and books on stylistic analysis and 

translation, and several doctoral theses deal with this topic more or less substantially 

(Langeveld, Van Leuven-Zwart, Koster, and Linn). Yet it appeared that most of the 

literature deals with comparisons between source texts and existing translations, 

whereas my intention was to conduct an analysis which would inform a translation 

that had yet to be made. This raised the question whether it was still possible to glean 
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ideas from those studies. Tim Parks’ Translating Style interestingly deals with 

modernist prose texts. It shows that a comparison of the styles of target texts and 

source texts can give valuable insights in the interpretation of prose texts. There are 

some drawbacks to his working method: it lacks a theoretical framework and by 

conducting the analysis mostly on the micro-level there is a risk of reducing the 

discussion of translation only in terms of what gets lost. In this way, a strategy like 

compensation which often takes place on a suprasentential level, may easily be 

overlooked. Boase-Beier’s Stylistic Approaches to Translation and Koster’s From World 

to World on the other hand deal with poetry. The former pretends to be a general 

account, but its scope in practice is rather limited. Koster’s account of the relationship 

between text world and linguistic properties is enlightening and, although it deals 

with poetry, is equally applicable to prose texts – at least in theory. However, as all of 

these works either compare existing translations with their source texts or deal with 

poetry, it seemed appropriate to go back to primary sources on the stylistics of prose 

fiction. I will therefore give a short exposition of Leech and Short’s model and then 

discuss how that model can be an aid in translation.  

The object of Leech and Short’s Style in Fiction is to show that “examining the 

language of a literary text can be a means to a fuller understanding and appreciation 

of the writer’s artistic achievement” (1). In actual fact, this quote refers to a prequel of 

Style in Fiction in the same series, A Linguistic Guide to English Poetry, but Leech and 

Short intend to demonstrate that stylistic analysis of prose fiction can likewise shed 

light on its literary effects. They argue, however, that it is easier to conduct stylistic 

analysis of poetry than of prose fiction as “in prose, … [the aesthetic effect] tends to 

reside more in other factors (such as character, theme, argument) which are 

expressed through, rather than inherent in, language“ (Leech and Short 2). Leech and 

Short mention a few other factors which render stylistic analysis of prose fiction 

relatively complex in comparison to poetry: stylistic features tend to be less 

prominent in prose fiction and it is harder to establish their effect. In order to be able 

to establish the distinctive features of prose fiction, long stretches of text have to be 
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analysed. A final obstacle is precisely that: it is “the sheer bulk of prose writing” 

(Leech and Short 2) that makes analysis of prose fiction a daunting task. This last 

obstacle will be felt urgently by the translator who wishes to carry out stylistic 

analysis by way of translation-oriented text analysis. The greatest challenge therefore 

seems to be the selection of relevant features.  

Leech and Short take Halliday's functional model of language as their point of 

departure (Leech and Short 25). Before they arrive at their “multilevel, 

multifunctional view of style” (Leech and Short 31), they take monist and dualist 

views on style in consideration. According to monists content and style, or form and 

meaning, in language are inseparable (Leech and Short 20), while dualists propose 

that the same subject matter can be expressed in different manners (Leech and Short 

16). There are drawbacks to both views. One of the great weaknesses of monism is 

that its premises are very hard to reconcile with the concept of translation (Leech and 

Short 22). For translation to be possible at all, the principle that a text world can be 

expressed in a different way must be accepted. Monism in fact lacks “a theory of 

language.” According to Leech and Short, monism has some degree of validity for 

poetry, as here form is more bound up to meaning. Still, poetry is being translated 

just like prose, and this phenomenon cannot be accounted for by monism. 

Dualism then, seems a more attractive and promising approach from a 

translation perspective. However, dualism does not explain “how language creates a 

particular cognitive view of things” (Leech and Short 28). Namely, in the view of 

dualists like Ohmann, style is confined to what is paraphrasable (Leech and Short 17-

20), whereas contrarily to pluralists like Halliday every linguistic choice is stylistic 

(Leech and Short 27). So, for Halliday style is a very broad concept which even 

includes subject matter. Leech and Short illustrate the way Halliday’s model of 

language shows how the ideational function gives a literary effect by quoting an 

example from Halliday’s analysis of The Inheritors by William Golding. In his 

analysis, he shows that “A stick rose upright” and “he raised his bow” are different 

conceptualisations of the same event (Leech and Short 29). According to Leech and 
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Short, this way of looking at style is very useful, but they do take issue with 

Halliday’s claim that even the choice between the antonyms “dark” and ”fair” is a 

matter of style. Instead, they prefer to make a distinction between sense and 

reference. For them, “[t]he fiction remains the invariant element” (Leech and Short 

29). This is useful from the point of view of translation, as here it is the challenge to 

reword the original so that the references to the fictional world remain identical. In 

translation theory the invariant is also a central concept. However, the concept of the 

invariant as Leech and Short describe it is not the same one as in translation theory. 

Rather, an invariant fictional world is just one of the options in translation.  

Leech and Short merely mention the phenomenon of translation in passing, 

pointing out that their model allows for it (22) and have added an exercise to 

compare two translations in the appendix (344-348). The functional pluralist model 

Leech and Short embrace explains the relationships that exist between different 

levels of linguistic expression (the semantic, syntactic and graphological levels) and 

their functions (ideational, interpersonal and textual functions). A keyword in this 

respect is paraphrase, which forms an important concept in translation. The closest 

Leech and Short come to actual translation is the study of a passage from Katherine 

Mansfield’s A Cup of Tea, in which they discuss variant ways of expression which 

seem equivalent to some degree. By evaluating the merits of alternative expressions 

they attempt to find out why the author has chosen a specific wording. The 

procedure they follow could be considered both an invitation to translation and a 

warning against it as they reject all the alternative expressions they discuss. What is 

most important, however, is that they demonstrate that good writers choose their 

words carefully and that shifts in expression which may seem trivial at first sight 

have an impact on the text world. 

Leech and Short propose to look at features of the three levels in detail to see 

how they function and contribute to the three functional areas. To this aim, they use 

a checklist of linguistic features. The functional areas are elaborated on in subsequent 
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chapters (which discuss discourse, rhetoric and mind style1). The idea is to discover 

how linguistic choices produce literary effect. However, stylistic analysis of the 

source text in itself is insufficient to make statements about either prospective or 

existing translations. In order to evaluate existing translations, stylistic analyses of 

both the target text and the source text have to be conducted and their results 

compared and contrasted. Naturally, in that case the comparison of existing 

translations can be both detailed and specific as the choices of the author and the 

translator are known and definitive. For a prospective translation, however, Leech 

and Short’s words ring true: “[i]n both the literary and linguistic spheres much rests 

on the intuition and personal judgment of the reader, for which a system, however 

good, is an aid rather than a substitute” (3). A translator needs a certain amount of 

experience to be able to focus his or her attention to those areas which might produce 

interesting information. 

  

 

1.3 TOTA and a contrastive approach 
Stylistic analysis attempts to explain how style produces meaning. Awareness of the 

effects of linguistic choices can help the translator make informed decisions about 

translation strategies. It is perhaps superfluous to note that the term “informed” does 

not at all imply that the outcome of the analysis is objective, as the process is guided 

by the analyst’s interpretation, a view which is shared by Short (358). For the sake of 

my argument I will proceed on the assumption that the analysis will be a sound one. 

In translation, however, interpretation is only half the battle. This section attempts to 

deal with what comes after that first stage. One could hypothesise that translation 

                                                 
1 This term is coined by Fowler in 1977: 

“Cumulatively, consistent structural options, agreeing in cutting the presented world to one pattern or 

another, give rise to an impression of a world-view, what I shall call a ‘mind-style’“ (qtd. in Leech and 

Short 151). 
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consists of subsequently transferring a reconstruction of the fictional world to the 

target language. But in reality, translation is a verbal and linguistic activity and those 

engaged in it are led not only by what is expressed by the signs and structures but 

also by the signs and their structures themselves. In short, the signs of source text the 

interfere with the production of signs of the target text. 

In the practice of translation between cognate languages like English and 

Dutch, there will often be lexical, grammatical and cultural correspondences between 

the source text and the target text as respective manifestations of their languages. So, 

although the aim of a modern literary translation is usually to transfer what is 

expressed by the source text into a target text which is not unduly coloured by the 

language of the source text, in actual fact translations are under the influence of 

interference. According to Koster “difference is constitutive for translation” (26). 

Such an observation does not merely reflect systemic differences which Bakker et al. 

consider to be “part of the opening conditions for translation”, but refers to “shifts, 

[which] result from attempts to deal with systemic differences”. For this thesis, the 

interest lies in those transformations which reveal an attitude towards the fictional 

world. That is why the traditional dichotomy between obligatory and optional shifts 

is less than useful as our focus must be on shifts that have “some bearing on one of 

the substantial levels” (Bakker et al.). A more useful distinction is that between 

substantial and formal shifts. Substantial shifts are opposite from formal shifts which 

“are considered to be neutral with respect to the text world” (Koster 132) and hence 

“are supposed not to be indicative of a translator’s strategy and interpretation” 

(Koster 131). Although obligatory shifts will more often be formal and optional shifts 

will more often be substantial, these categories do not necessarily coincide. 

Obligatory shifts may well carry with them a change in world view, and conversely 

optional shifts do not necessarily alter the text world. 

 Let me once again underline the importance of the distinction between the 

Saussurean concepts of competence and performance, language as a system and 

language in actual use. If there were only systemic differences, a one to one 
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relationship would exist between translation and original. In reality no such 

correspondence between a translation and its original exists. As an example, take the 

translation of the English present participle into Dutch. Obviously, on the systemic 

level, both English and Dutch have a present participle. However, the present 

participle is more frequently used in English than in Dutch and its use is less marked. 

For the translation into Dutch, translators have quite a few options at their disposal 

which are reflected in register, markedness, the hierarchy of importance of 

surrounding verbs, etc. 

Marco claims to have developed a model which can be used to “[identify] and 

[predict] translation problems” (77) in “Translating style and styles of translating”. 

Unfortunately, the study he refers to in that article is published only in Catalan and 

seems to be withdrawn from the market and unavailable in libraries (Marco, El fil 

d’Ariadna). However, he provides an outline of the model in “Register Analysis in 

Literary Translation”. Taking the Hallidayan concept of register as a starting point,2 

he argues that register – besides “its limited number of variables on the basis of 

which any given context may be defined” – is a very useful concept as contextual 

variables of field, tenor and mode are bound up with choices in the three linguistic 

functions, the ideational, interpersonal and the textual (Marco, “Register Analysis” 

1). For each of the contextual variables, he provides some examples of potential 

translation issues without taking contrasts between specific languages into account 

and without attempting to be exhaustive. With respect to field, he mentions two 

phenomena which might lead to problems: “the relative degree of technicality 

exhibited by a text” and marked field mixing (Marco, “Register Analysis” 6). As an 

example of the first he compares the various words which exist in English for 

different kinds of beer with the situation in Spanish where only cervesa is used to 

                                                 
2 Halliday defines register as “the configuration of semantic resources that the member of a culture 

typically associates with a situation type” (Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, qtd. in Marco, 

“Register Analysis” 1). 
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refer to beer. After discussing several strategies for tackling this issue, he then 

trivialises it by stating that “it is only a contrastive problem, i.e. one that derives from 

the structure of the two languages involved in the translation process” (Marco, 

“Register Analysis” 6). Although it seems to me that all translation issues in the end 

are contrastive problems, his point is valid enough: the less predictable translation 

problem is “that in which difficulties arise not from systemic lack of fit but from 

actual use for specific purposes” (Marco, “Register Analysis” 6). This is the case with 

marked field mixing which he defines as “the unexpected … co-occurrence of lexical 

items belonging to, or associated with, different fields.” He illustrates this 

phenomenon by discussing a Catalan translation of Auden’s poem The Sea and the 

Mirror. This poem “mixes specialized terms taken from the field of ‘music’ … with 

lexical items belonging to the domain of domestic life” (6). It appears that the 

challenge of this translation lies in different expectations among English and Catalan 

language users about co-occurrences of lexical items from technical (core) or 

everyday (non-core) language. Marco does not clarify what these different 

expectations are, but it is clear that they are highly specific for English and Catalan. 

What is problematic in his approach is that what is presented as a general model is in 

fact limited to certain texts and language pairs. Observations regarding marked field 

mixing might prove irrelevant, for instance, in the case of most cognate languages. 

That is why an approach which compares and contrasts patterns of language use for 

a specific language pair seems most pragmatic. In the next section I will speculate 

further on the merits of contrastive analysis (CA) and determine some aspects which 

could be relevant to the analysis of The Sound and the Fury. 
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1.4 CA 

According to Hoey and Houghton, Contrastive Analysis3 is “widely practiced”, but 

Valero-Garcés states that “Contrastive Linguistics and Translation Studies are two 

distinct disciplines, having different practitioners and (almost) independent lines of 

development”. Contrastive linguistics was originally developed to support language 

learning, but when in the 1960s its usefulness in the prevention of errors appeared 

limited, the popularity of its practical application declined (Hoey and Houghton). 

However, since the 1980s there has been “a shift of emphasis from language as a self-

contained system to language as a means of communication … giving rise to 

valuable new contrastive ventures which could be grouped into three loose 

categories: contrastive pragmatics, contrastive rhetoric, and contrastive text 

linguistics” (Valero-Garcés). Although the usefulness of CA for translation has been 

acknowledged in theory (Valero-Garcés), in practice its use is not unproblematic.4 

This is perhaps the reason that the amount of literature on CA with regard to 

translation is limited. A well-known example of a comprehensive study in 

comparative stylistics is Comparative Stylistics of French and English: A methodology for 

translation by Vinay and Darbelnet. For English to Dutch translation such a standard 

work is not available, which means that we have to rely on contrastive studies which 

are not geared towards translation. A Contrastive Grammar of English and Dutch by 

Aarts and Wekker is the most extensive contribution to the field.5 Beside Aarts and 

                                                 
3 CA, or Contrastive Analysis, is here used interchangeably with Contrastive Linguistics. Among the 

subdisciplines of Contrastive Linguistics are Contrastive Rhetoric and Contrastive Stylistics. 

4 Hoey and Houghton mention four factors “which must affect judgments as to [CA’s] usefulness in 

preparing or evaluating translations”: Identifying a common ground for comparison, comparing 

descriptions of different languages, psycholinguistic and sociocultural factors and extratextual and 

intratextual factors. 

5 However, Aarts and Wekker’s “aim is chiefly pedagogical” (10) and is geared towards language 

learners. While they state that a grammar consists of three components (Aarts and Wekker 4) their 

contrastive grammar focuses on the syntactic component and leaves the semantic and phonological 
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Wekker, most of the contrastive studies English-Dutch have a limited scope. So far, 

among other things noun phrases (Roey, “A contrastive description of English and 

Dutch noun phrases” ), object complements (Noël and SimonVandenbergen), 

lexicology (Roey, “Aspects of Dutch-English contrastive lexicology”), duration 

(Korrel, “Duration in English") and modal particles (Van der Wouden) have been the 

objects of partial studies for English and Dutch. A description of contrasts between 

languages can be useful for translation, provided that the focus lies as much on 

language use as on the system. A text is, after all, in Halliday’s words “a semantic 

unit, not a grammatical one” (qtd. in Hoey and Houghton). Ideally, we would need a 

contrastive lexicon, a contrastive grammar and a contrastive pragmatics, all tailored 

to translation needs. We could then begin to explain how levels of style of the 

languages and their functions interrelate. However, not all contrasts are equally 

relevant to translation. For instance, with regard to style it is hardly interesting to 

note that Dutch usually has inversion after initial adverbial phrases. Such an 

observation would only be interesting in the case of the absence of inversion when it 

would normally be required (a zero-shift6). Based on my own experiences in 

translation, I have established a few areas which require further study, among which 

figure the use of tenses, the use of the active and the passive voice, tropes (e.g. 

personification), cleft sentences, extraposed sentences, the diminutive, punctuation, 

the use of the definite and the indefinite article and tag questions. The input for such 

research should consist of existing translations. It would also be highly relevant to 

know the frequency of certain shifts and in which contexts they occur. For English 

                                                                                                                                                         
components out of consideration. It contains numerous pairs of sentences with their translation, but 

no alternatives are presented, although at one rare occasion they mention that “begraven” in the 

phrase “was begraven” can be interpreted as the complement of a passive construction or as an 

adjective (Aarts and Wekker 281). With regard to English grammar, however, interpretive issues are 

neglected, as Aarts and Wekker’s main concern is formal shifts. 

6 A zero-shift can be considered a shift “by violating the expectations of the target system, a target text 

may acquire a function other than that fulfilled by the source text in the source system” (Bakker et al). 
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and German for instance, Hervey et al. have established a relationship between the 

use of adverbials in German and the use of double-verb constructions in English 

(188-197). Although such a relationship almost certainly also exists between English 

and Dutch (cf. “I continued occasionally to see him” vs. “Ik had daarna nog af en toe 

contact met hem”), it would be interesting to know the extent to which this 

relationship applies. Considering that such information is not available, I will merely 

touch on a few contrastive stylistic issues which are relevant to my corpus. The 

features I offer here will therefore be rather a mixed bag and partly empirical, based 

on issues I encountered in the present and previous translations.  

 

1.5 Some contrastive issues 

I will here present some contrastive features of English and Dutch which are relevant 

to the translation of The Sound and the Fury. Not surprisingly, the items mentioned 

here will overlap with items from Leech and Short’s checklist. Obviously, that 

checklist does not take interlingual differences into account. The list that follows 

deals only with those items that might cause translation difficulties and ignores 

contrasts which lead to purely formal shifts in translation. So verb-subject inversion 

in Dutch after an adverb is not considered interesting, as the translator generally has 

no choice but to follow the rules of the target language. The occurrence of modal 

particles in a translation, on the other hand, is noteworthy, as it reveals the attitude 

of the translator towards the text. If applicable, the items mentioned here will be 

dealt with in the notes to the translation, but the consequences of the translation of 

sociolect and dialect will also be dealt with separately in section 2.3. 

 

Conceptual differences between languages: existential verbs in English and 

Dutch 

There is a difference between the use of existential verbs in English and Dutch. 

Examples: 

1. The keys are on the table 
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De sleutels liggen op de tafel 

2. The vase is on the dresser 

De vaas staat op het dressoir 

3. There is a button on top 

Er zit een knop bovenop. 

 

As can be seen, the forms of ‘to be’ are rendered with a different and more concrete 

verb in Dutch. So, even if each translation refers to an identical situation as its source, 

they still express a different conception of reality. In English, people can lie, stand 

and sit, but in Dutch objects habitually do the same. The analogous Dutch verbs are 

conceptual metaphors. Objects “lie” when they are in a horizontal position, “stand” 

when they are in a vertical position, and “sit” in cases where the other two options 

do not apply. Existential verbs do not normally pose a problem. For their translation 

from English to Dutch the strategy of concretisation is usually adopted, as the 

transference of the existential verb into Dutch would yield an expression which is 

stylistically marked. In some cases, this markedness can, however, be desirable. 

Benjy, the narrator of the first section of The Sound and the Fury has limited spatial 

insight. The translation must somehow take Benjy’s limited mind style into account. 

As the corresponding Dutch verbs are cognitively more demanding, in section 2.3 a 

case will be made for the preservation of existential verbs in translation 

 

Pragmatic particles 

Dutch makes extensive use of pragmatic participles. Van der Wouden distinguishes 

three categories of particles: discourse, modal and focal particles. From these, the 

modal particles like “nou”, “dan, “toch”, “maar”, “eens” and “even” are particularly 

interesting, as their use betrays a translator’s specific interpretation. Their meaning is 

pragmatic rather than semantic. They function as “sentential markers whose function 

is to nuance the illocutionary impact of sentences” (Hervey 170). That is, modal 

particles contribute to the communicative effect of an utterance. In Dutch, modal 

particles can, among other things, express amazement, impatience, suggestions or 

requests (Van der Wouden). Compare e.g. “kom eens hier” (rather urgent request), 
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“kom maar hier” (suggestion), “kom toch hier” (suggestion), “kom nou hier” 

(impatience); or “ga weg” (command) and “ga nou weg” (indignation). 

In general, a Dutch text will contain more modal particles than an English text. 

In English, the speaker’s attitude is more often expressed by intonation. Still, the 

following list shows that English does have other options for the expression of 

attitude where Dutch uses modal particles7: 

ST    TT 

Komt u binnen!  Come in! 

Komt u even binnen? Would you come in for a minute? 

Komt u toch binnen! (Do) come in!/Come on in! 

Komt u maar binnen! Come on in! 

Komt u nou toch binnen! Will you come in! For goodness’ sake come in! 

 

A Dutch text with no or few modal particles is usually marked, especially in 

informal contexts. However, it is imaginable that a Dutch translation of an English 

source text contains few modal particles if the source text provides no or ambiguous 

clues to how an utterance must be interpreted. A character’s mode of speech may 

appear to be emotionless, for instance, which may make its rendition with modal 

particles inappropriate. 

 

Adverbial present participle constructions 

While both the English and Dutch language system allows for present participles, 

their use is much more frequent in English than it is in Dutch. This means that the 

translator has to seek recourse to other verb forms (or a different shift altogether) 

when translating present participle constructions. Although the signification of 

present participle clauses is not normally ambiguous (and is either causative, 

concessive, temporal or conditional), the relationship of the clause with the rest of the 

                                                 
7 This list is taken from Hervey et al. 171. Dutch translations (from German) are mine. 
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sentence is not made explicit. In English to Dutch translation several strategies for the 

translation are encountered. No single strategy can be consistently used and while an 

English text with a high frequency of present participle constructions does not 

automatically become monotonous, Dutch texts tend to display more variety in 

grammatical constructions. The challenge of a Dutch translation of the present 

participle construction lies in balancing faithfulness to the text world by preserving 

the same degree with natural idiom. In Quentin’s utterance ““I turned the [clock] 

face up … , not knowing any better” it is obvious that the present participle clause 

has a causative meaning. Still, the connection is less implicit than if the main clause 

had been followed by a subordinate clause: “I turned the [clock] face up … , 

as/because/while I did not know any better”. These variants would have been more 

explicit. The main problem for the translation is the degree of explicitation. For 

instance, a translation like “Ik legde het horloge met de wijzerplaat naar boven, want 

ik wist niet(s) beter(s)” is more explicit than the original, be it ever so slightly. This 

explicitation is hard to avoid, but in this instance a solution could be to turn the 

adverbial participle clause into its own sentence: “Ik legde het horloge met de 

wijzerplaat naar boven. Ik wist niet(s) beter(s).” 

 In practice, the most used strategy is the translation with a subordinating 

conjunction as mentioned above. There are, however, other options which can be 

used. For instance, and adverbial participle construction can be replaced by an 

adverbial phrase without a verb. E.g. “being angry, he kicked hard” could be 

rendered as “in zijn woede gaf hij een harde trap”. Another strategy uses the 

coordinating conjunction “en” (which does not make explicit statements on the 

relationship between events): “opening the door, he entered” then could become “hij 

opende de deur en ging naar binnen”. In less frequent cases the present participle 

can be maintained in Dutch translations as well: “weeping, he admitted that he’s 

made a mistake” can be rendered as “huilend gaf hij toe dat hij een fout had 

gemaakt”. In that case, the translation is exactly as implicit as the original. 
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Pronouns and pro-forms 

Evidently, pronouns are related to the interpersonal level of language. Between 

English and Dutch there are differences on three levels: affective meaning 

(formality), emphasis and inclusion. With regard to the first level, it is a well-known 

problem for translators that, contrary to Dutch, English does not distinguish between 

a formal and an informal second-person singular pronoun. Depending on the 

context, singular “you” will have to be rendered with either “u” or “je”. In practice, 

texts will often contain clues (historical setting, social class, degree of intimacy 

between addresser and addressee) as to how the second-person pronoun singular 

should be rendered. 

 A second difference is the existence of emphatic pronouns in Dutch. The 

English first-person pronoun accusative “me” can be either rendered by “me” or 

“mij”. Similar contrasts exist between “we”-“wij” (“we”), “je”-“jij” and “je”- “jou” 

(“you”), and “ze”-“zij” (“she” or “they”). This contrast is not always recoverable 

from the context, and a choice for one or the other in translation reveals the 

interpretation of the translator. 

 A third difference is a matter of scope: “men” is not a direct equivalent of 

“one”, as “one” includes the speaker and “men” does not necessarily (cf. Aarts and 

Wekker 164). 

 

Language variety: dialect and sociolect 

Although there is a linguistic aspect to the translation of dialects and sociolects, it is 

mainly a matter of culture. Määttä has given an account of different translation 

strategies scholars have proposed (321). He paraphrases Hatim and Mason with 

reference to the translation of Pygmalion who “recommend the translation of 

(dialectal) idiolects to be based on their function: rather than searching for the 

optimal regional variety in the source language, the particular function of the 

idio/dialect can be conveyed by simplifying the standard” (Määttä 321). Although 
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Hatim and Mason rightly emphasise the importance of the function of dialect for 

translation, the strategy they embrace (simplification) is especially apt for the 

translation of dialect in Pygmalion, where it represents a lack of education. Wekker 

and Wekker criticise the Dutch translation of Alice Walker’s The color purple “for 

inventing a non-existing broken Dutch rather than choosing Surinamese Dutch in 

order to render the African American English features of the source text” (Määttä 

321). There are a number of risks involved in translating dialects with regional 

dialects in the target texts. The most important risk is probably that a regional dialect 

disrupts the illusion of the fictional world. Regional dialects are associated strongly 

with the regions where they are spoken and would not match with the region of the 

target culture, say the South of the United States. According to Määttä, the success of 

such a strategy depends on the existence of “a tradition of writing in dialect” (Määttä 

321). According to Langeveld (140), it is no longer customary to use dialect for 

writers of Dutch literature. He proposes the use of a “translator’s dialect” (136, my 

translation) to avoid the undesirable connotations an existing regional dialect may 

have. Although Surinamese Dutch is not so much bound up with region to the 

average Dutch reader, it has colonial connotations which are equally unwanted. 

There are no hard and fast rules for translating dialect. A functional approach gives 

some guidance, but a dialect can serve multiple functions which may not all be 

rendered in the translation. 

 To be able to deal with dialect in translation, one must acknowledge that “[a]ll 

language is ideological” (Määttä 322). However, with respect to dialect this ideology 

can also consist of neutrality. What this means is that languages which are 

considered dialects by many, are standard languages to others, including authors. If 

this is the case for a novel, one of the translation options could be to ignore the 

occurrence of dialect. If not, dialect can serve several functions. The most obvious 

function of dialect is the identification of a group of speakers. Dialect may 

differentiate them according to region, class, education, profession and race. From an 

ideological perspective, however, the most important distinction is the one between 
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the speech of dominant and dominated groups of people. The speech of dominant 

classes often adheres more to the standard than that of the dominated classes. 

The descriptions of these contrastive topics have been rather succinct, as there 

is little research to draw on. However, the common denominator for these topics, 

except sociolect and dialect, is that Dutch tends to prefer explicitation. This means 

that in all instances the pros and cons of explicitation have to be weighed: 

explicitation will usually yield an idiomatic translation, but the translation must also 

fit the text world. 
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PART TWO: The Sound and the Fury 
 

This part of the thesis will briefly consider The Sound and the Fury in the contexts of 

the style of Faulkner and Modernism and then analyse its language as a preparation 

to its translation. Faulkner and Modernism is a rich topic on which extensive 

research has been done (cf. Moreland and Bleikasten, “Faulkner from a European 

Perspective”). In the framework of this thesis, however, most of it is less relevant as it 

does not focus on linguistic aspects of Modernism, let alone on translation. This 

means that the categorisation of the novel as modernist work is just one of many 

aspects a translator must keep in the back of his/her mind whilst translating. With 

regard to the stylistic analysis that follows, its helpfulness can only be established 

afterwards. 

2.1 Background 
A great paradox in the work of William Faulkner (1897-1962) is the disparity between 

the nostalgic subject matter and the modernist form. Faulkner pairs the recurrent 

theme of the decline of the South and its traditional values with an experimental 

mode. Although the scene of the action in his novels invariably is the Deep South, 

represented by the fictional town Jefferson and Yoknapatawpha County, “his works 

[sound] themes of national significance and universal meaning” (Hannon). 

The Sound and the Fury (1929) is generally considered to be Faulkner’s 

masterpiece (Versluys) and “the quintessential American high modernist text” (Polk 

1) . When his third novel, Sartoris, had been rejected, this provided him with a sense 

of relief: “One day I seemed to shut a door between me and all publishers' addresses 

and book lists. I said to myself, Now I can write” (Faulkner, “An Introduction for The 

Sound and the Fury” 710). Although The Sound and the Fury received better reviews 

than its predecessor, the sales were relatively poor: it sold only 3300 copies till the 

end of the second World War (Winchell). In Europe, Faulkner was relatively popular 

in France. Coindreau’s translation was published in 1938, and received much acclaim 
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from writers like Sartre and Camus (Polk 9). The Dutch translation by John 

Vandenberg appeared much later, in 1965. 

Faulkner himself considered The Sound and the Fury “his most splendid 

failure” (qtd. in Gwynn and Blotner 77). It is the novel in which he introduced the 

technique of telling a story through different narrators in interior monologues, a 

technique which he was to use often afterwards. The reason Faulkner considered it a 

failure is that, even in its finished state, the novel did not tell the story in a 

satisfactory way: 

And I tried first to tell it with one brother, and that wasn't enough. That was 

Section One. I tried with another brother, and that wasn't enough. That was 

Section Two. I tried the third brother, because Caddy was still to me too 

beautiful and too moving to reduce her to telling what was going on, that it 

would be more passionate to see her through somebody else's eyes, I thought. 

And that failed and I tried myself--the fourth section--to tell what happened, 

and I still failed. (qtd. in Gwynn and Blotner 1) 

It is uncertain to what extent Faulkner was discontented with this failure, as it is 

exactly the open-endedness which generated enormous amounts of criticism and 

attention for his novel. He contributed to the confusion by writing two introductions 

to The Sound and the Fury (“An Introduction for The Sound and the Fury” and “An 

Introduction to The Sound and the Fury”) and an appendix, which contains several 

elements that are inconsistent with The Sound and the Fury – e.g. the pear tree Miss 

Quentin uses to escape in the novel has turned into a rainpipe in the appendix 

(“Appendix, Compson, 1699-1945”).8 Despite Faulkner’s insistence that some sort of 

explanatory notes are necessary for comprehension, editors leave out his later 

additions and critics generally disregard them. Faulkner has been accused by some 

critics of a “groping style” (e.g. O’Faolain 354). The indefiniteness or indirection in 

                                                 
8 These complementary texts – as well as The Sound and the Fury itself -- can all be found on the 

Faulkner website of the University of Saskatchewan at: http://www.usask.ca/english/faulkner. 
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his work is, however, professedly intentional. According to Faulkner, it was best for 

the author to present “the shadow of the branch, and let the mind create the tree” 

(qtd. in Minter 176-177). This is probably one of the reasons that Faulkner has been 

more popular with critics than with the reading public. In The Sound and the Fury the 

“groping style” comes to light more in narratological than in stylistic aspects. Its 

story is, in itself, not complex, but the narrative is. This complexity is mostly due to 

the distortion of the chronology: the sequencing is psychological rather than 

chronological. Although this technique renders the reconstruction of the events more 

difficult fore readers, they get acquainted with the minds of the narrators more 

intimately than would have been the case with outside narration.  

 Although no retelling can do The Sound and the Fury justice, the following must 

serve as a short summary. Its story is told by four narrators, three of them brothers of 

the Compson family, and the fourth one an omniscient narrator. The focus of the 

story lies on Caddy, the siblings’ sister, who paradoxically is absent in the greatest 

part of it. Caddy’s promiscuity is the leitmotiv of the novel. In an interview with Jean 

Stein, William Faulkner explained that the story of The Sound and the Fury began with 

“[a] picture … of the muddy seat of a little girl’s drawers in a pear tree, where she 

could see through a window where her grandmother’s funeral was taking place and 

report what was happening to her brothers on the ground below” (cited via Cowan 

1968, 16). When she becomes pregnant and her husband discovers the child is not 

his, she is expelled from the house. The first three sections are all stream-of-

consciousness, while the fourth section is told by an omniscient narrator, in a more 

conventional way. 

Benjy’s chapter is dated April seventh, 1928. Due to Benjy’s retardation, his 

account consists mainly of descriptions of physical sensations, or memories thereof. 

Part of his text consists of stretches of dialogue from others, as he himself is not able 

to speak. Despite Benjy’s mental retardation, especially his lack of spatial and 

temporal insight, a few important circumstances can only be reconstructed after 
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rereading. The fact that Benjy has three differently black caretakers from the Dilsey 

family (Versh, T.P. and Luster) in different periods helps to establish a chronology.  

It appears that Benjy originally had been named after his uncle, Maury. When it was 

found out that he was mentally retarded, however, he was rechristened Benjy. Also, 

a plot of land which belonged to him was sold to enable his brother Quentin to go to 

college. When he is eleven, he attacks a girl and is castrated. A pivotal moment in 

Benjy’s life is the loss of his sister. Even though Caddy is no longer around when 

Benjy tells his story as she had been banned from the family after her divorce, his 

memories keep returning to the time when she was still present. Through Benjy’s 

quotations of others, more becomes clear about the events and the relationships 

between members of his family. A central event is the funeral of the siblings’ 

grandmother, Damuddy. The children are not allowed to be present, but Caddy 

climbs a tree to have a look. The three Compson brothers observe that her underwear 

is muddy, and they all react disapprovingly. This event is an obvious foreshadowing 

of Candy’s defloration and her brothers’ attitudes towards her. 

Quentin’ section is dated June second, 1910. Quentin is the most intelligent 

and well-spoken of the Compson siblings. He is a freshman at Harvard. In Quentin’s 

section, as in Benjy’s, time switches constantly. For Quentin, however, memories are 

triggered by thoughts and obsessions rather than by external stimuli. Quentin is 

obsessed by his sister and her virginity. Quentin has a special relationship with his 

sister, which is confirmed by the fact that Caddy names her daughter after him. . 

Quentin is, however, obsessed with the idea of Caddy’s “unvirginity”. When he finds 

out about his sister’s promiscuous life, he even proposes to her to commit suicide 

together. Although it appears that his father is an authority for him, his father is not 

able to offer any support. He does not understand his son’s obsession with time and 

virginity, saying “it was men [who] invented virginity” (78). Clinging to traditional 

values, Quentin seems to want to suffer for Caddy’s sin. Or rather, he desires to undo 

his sister’s loss of virginity. He cannot acquiesce in the impossibility of turning back 

the clock. Time is his enemy and that is why he destroys his watch and does not 
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want to see his shadow (as this will tell the time). Part of his day consists of practical 

arrangements for his suicide at the end of it. He buys “flat-irons” as weights to 

drown himself with, writes letters and divides his property among friends. He 

spends the rest of the day trying to deliver a girl who is lost to her family, and gets 

arrested for this. His attempts to not think of his sister all fail miserably. By his 

suicide he acknowledges defeat. 

Jason’s section is dated April sixth, 1928 (Good Friday) and the events 

depicted take place on the same day. Jason lives more in the present than his 

brothers, but appears to be bitter about the fact that with one brother an idiot and 

one brother a madman, he must take care of the family. His bitterness is reinforced 

by Caddy’s divorce, which is in his view has ruined his prospects for a position in 

the bank world. That is why he starts a personal vendetta against his sister’s 

daughter, miss Quentin. He chases her to catch her with her lover, but fails. So does 

he on most accounts, although he considers himself successful. He  is demoted in his 

job at the hardware store, loses money on the cotton market, buys a car which gives 

him a headache and alienates everyone around him. The only person who expresses 

love towards him is his mother. 

 Dilsey’s section takes place on April eighth, 1928 (Easter Sunday) and is told 

by an external narrator. This section opens with black servant Dilsey’s activities in 

the Compson household. She tries to protect miss Quentin from Jason, while also 

taking care of Mrs Compson who is ill and, through her sons, of Benjy. When she 

visits the Easter service in her church, she takes Benjy with her, despite the fact that 

Benjy is white and retarded. Meanwhile the struggle between Jason and miss 

Quentin continues. It appears that miss Quentin has stolen back the money her 

mother had sent for her. So Jason once again goes out hunting for her, asking help 

from the sheriff. However, he decides not to press the matter as he realises that the 

police might find out he has stolen the money his niece has taken. During the church 

service Dilsey realises she is witness of the downfall of a family. Towards the end, 

Benjy is disturbed when Luster drives around a monument on the left side. When 
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Jason forces Luster to pass along the right side of the monument, Benjy once again 

gains his equilibrium:  

Ben's voice roared and roared. Queenie moved again, her feet began to clop-

clop steadily again, and at once Ben hushed. Luster looked quickly back over 

his shoulder, then he drove on. The broken flower drooped over Ben's fist and 

his eyes were empty and blue and serene again as cornice and façade flowed 

smoothly once more from left to right, post and tree, window and doorway 

and signboard each in its ordered place. (320-321) 

 

According to Baldick, the novels by Faulkner are all instances of “High 

Modernism” (93). Bleikasten, who points out that in modernist works the differences 

probably outweigh the correspondences, calls modernism “the magic notion under 

which they have been retrospectively lumped together by Anglo-American critics” 

(80). He goes on by saying: 

Yet scarcely any of the distinctive features usually attributed to modernism 

applies to all of them. Not all of them were reckless experimentalists, not all of 

them had a passion for technical innovation, not all of them resorted to symbol 

and myth as unifying devices, and probably none of them thought that the 

primary subject of a novel should be the process of its own making. (80) 

What he sees as the only binding factor of modernism is the fact that “modern 

novelists kept caring about the relationship of word and world” (Bleikasten 81). He 

elaborates on this by stating that “modern novelists all knew that there was no such 

thing as objective reality, only each individual’s sense of it. Hence their abiding 

fascination with consciousness, with the flickerings of subjective perception and the 

eddies of subjective experience” (Bleikasten 81). The Sound and the Fury is a prime 

example of this relativisation of objectivity: the story is told by narrators who all give 

highly subjective and selective accounts. The narrators of the first two sections 

especially are highly irregular, the first being – in Faulkner’s words – an ”idiot” and 

the second “an educated half-madman” (qtd. in Gwynn and Blotner 22). The style of 
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the last two sections may seem more transparent at first, but the accounts of their 

narrators are no more definite than those of Benjy and Quentin. (Incidentally, the 

term “transparency” is not used here in the sense Leech and Short attach to it, viz. 

that of “paraphrasability" (31).9 By labelling the Benjy and Quentin sections “less 

transparent” I do not wish to imply that they are less paraphrasable than  

the remaining sections.) However, in the Benjy and Quentin sections, it is less clear 

how individual fragments are related to the story as a whole, whereas the Jason and 

the Dilsey section are more coherent. Still, those sections are just as selective in the 

material they represent, nor do they provide closure.  

Although the concepts of narratology and style are interrelated, the distinction 

becomes highly relevant for The Sound and the Fury. If style is about “linguistic 

choice” (Leech and Short 32), narratological choices can drastically reduce or 

augment the number of options authors have at their disposal. In this case, the fact 

that three out of four of the narrators are participants in the story severely limits 

Faulkner’s freedom of choice, because, as Jurus puts it in the introduction to his 

thesis: 

The modes of narration are part of characterization to an extent which does 

not allow Faulkner’s style as we know it from other novels to come through. 

That is why his best novel is perhaps of lesser use in a global stylistic analysis, 

although it is more than a valid subject for various studies in itself. 

Jurus here obviously refers to authorial style, which here is replaced by the styles of 

different narrators, which, one could say, equally merit stylistic analysis. However, 

modes of narration and speech have to fit characters’ personalities, and their texts 

cannot modulate as freely as that of an independent outside narrator’s. The fact that 

                                                 
9 The same can be said for translatability. In a workshop on translation and style, students and teacher 

alike agreed that what is difficult to interpret is not always necessarily difficult to translate. So a 

sentence from Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway, “The leaden circles dissolved in the air“ happened to have been 

translated identically by the five participants (with “De loden cirkels losten op in de lucht”). Still, none 

of us was sure about the exact meaning of this sentence. 
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so many and so varied minds are involved in the telling of this story suggests that 

the ideational function of language must be given great consideration. 

 

2.2 Stylistic analysis 

2.2.1 Analysis overall (all chapters) 

Although Leech and Short's method consists of a bottom-up approach to tackle prose 

texts, their detailed examples of stylistic analysis are always preceded by short 

impressions of the passages discussed. Short advises to have the detailed analysis 

precede by a summary (357). Consequently, the analyses of the four chapters of The 

Sound and the Fury will in each instance be preceded by preliminary remarks. 

On first reading The Sound and the Fury, one notes the fact that it is very 

difficult to understand what it is exactly that happens, when it happens and why it 

happens. The four sections each contribute to the understanding of the novel as a 

whole, but none of the narratives is unproblematic. Faulkner seems to have chosen 

an unduly complex fashion to tell his story, but as Bowling points out, he is more 

concerned with the reaction of the characters on the facts than with the facts 

themselves (561). The stream-of-consciousness technique lends itself well to 

represent inner worlds rather than the outer (fictional) world. The mind styles of the 

narrators differ greatly, hence the styles of their accounts diverge widely. 

 One graphological aspect must be mentioned here as it occurs in multiple (the 

first two) sections: roman typeface alternates with italic typeface. In an interview, 

Faulkner told students that he wanted to “indicate that the idiot had no sense of 

time” (qtd. in Cowan 22) and that the same applied to some degree to Quentin’s 

section as “he was about half way between madness and sanity”. In the next sections, 

we will see how the mind styles of the narrators and their styles are interrelated. To 

this end, I will classify the results in the categories (A) Lexis, (B) Syntax, (C) 

Rhetorical devices, (D) Cohesion and context, and (E) Discourse Structure and 

Thought Representation, whenever applicable. These roughly correspond with the 
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categories Leech and Short introduce for their checklist (61-65), although (E) was 

added by me for pragmatic reasons. 

 

2.2.2 Analysis Benjy section (3-75)10 

Preliminary remarks 

The Benjy section is a first-person narrative in the past tense. The novel has derived 

its name from this section, which is “a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,/ 

signifying nothing” (Macbeth V.V.27-28). Although the word “idiot” itself does not 

occur in the novel, Faulkner has used it in several interviews (quoted, for instance, in 

Cowan 14-15) and in the appendix he wrote afterwards (Faulkner, “The Compson 

Appendix”). Even if one does not approve of approaches which try to unveil 

authorial intention, one cannot but agree that Benjy’s cognitive skills are limited. 

Benjy’s idiocy poses a problem: how can an idiot, whose words signify nothing, tell a 

story? Leech and Short do not pay any attention to the “miracle” of Benjy’s 

narratorship. As becomes evident from this and other sections, Benjy is only able to 

express himself with non-verbal means like “moaning” (6), “crying” (20), “hollering” 

(39) or physical contact.11 In terms of the discourse situation this means that the levels 

of implied author, narrator and character cannot be conflated. This conclusion might 

just seem a theoretical stance, but it is directly relevant to the translator. The focaliser 

of the first section is Benjy, but his sensory perceptions and memories are phrased by 

a different agency. The language of this agency is neither Benjy’s nor is it typically 

Faulknerian. The language in this section is meant to represent the mind style of a 

“mentally subnormal” (Leech and Short 162) character and in this respect differs 

                                                 
10 For the discussion of the Benjy section, I am indebted to Leech and Short, who deal with the Benjy 

section extensively (162-166). 

11 Unless otherwise indicated parenthetical references without an author’s name refer to: William 

Faulkner. The Sound and the Fury. 1929. Corrected text ed. Jill Faulkner Summers. NY: Vintage 

International, 1984. 
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from the language of the fourth section which is equally told by a narrator who is not 

a character. The effect hinges on the willing suspension of disbelief: the reader has to 

accept that the non-verbal Benjy is able to convey his impressions in language. 

Faulkner certainly had other options than matching a limited world view with a 

limited language. He could have introduced an omniscient narrator to present 

Benjy’s story, and in that case the language would not necessarily have had to be 

restricted to what fits Benjy’s mind style. Or alternatively, he could have Benjy use a 

complex language despite his limited cognition. Something along those lines has 

been done by K. Schippers, who introduces the memoirs of a three-year-old. 

The procedure chosen by Faulkner seems to lead to subtle incongruities in the 

text. For instance, reported speech is almost absent, but when it does occur it seems 

to be out of place: “He said he was going to tell on Caddy and Quentin” (18). This 

embedded clause seems to presuppose a more discerning mind than Benjy’s. More 

often, Benjy’s narrative is alternated with direct speech. As Leech and Short point 

out, these two different modes are generally contained in different paragraphs (163). 

The language in the Benjy section is simple, yet difficult to follow due to Benjy’s 

deficient language. Another aspect which contributes to the complexity of the first 

section is the distorted chronology. Frequent time shifts occur, which make the text 

seemingly incoherent. However, coherence is not achieved on the chronological level 

but on the thematic level, as will be shown below. 

A: Lexis 

The first section is marked by underlexicalisation. This becomes especially clear 

when the activity that is described in the first passage appears to be a game of golf. 

The narrator does not use any of the words associated with golf (e.g. “tee”, “putting” 

or “club”), but instead limits himself to a basic vocabulary or “’common core’ terms” 

(Leech and Short 164). To study the vocabulary that represents the mind style of 

Benjy, direct speech has to be left out of consideration. The vocabulary in the 

narrative passages is exclusively descriptive and never evaluative, which confirms 
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the idea that Benjy is incapable of making abstract judgments about the world. The 

nouns are referential, i.e. they refer to physical objects in the outside world. The 

verbs are either related to sensory perceptions [“see” (3), “feel”, “smell” (6), “hear” 

(11)] or to movement [“coming”, “went”, “hitting”, “flapped” (3)] and stasis 

[(“stopped” (3), “standing” (12)]. The adjectives are few and refer to physical 

properties: “bright” (3), “red”, “higher” and “hard” (4). Adverbs and adverbials are 

infrequent and most of the time are locative [“in the bank, along the bank” (16)]. 

Once in a while, adverbs appear to be inconsistent with Benjy’s mind style. For 

example, in “Dilsey pushed me and I got in the bed, where Luster already was” (32), 

the adverb “already” presupposes an awareness of time which seems to be 

incompatible with Benjy’s comprehension. Benjy’s mind style can be described as 

“pure sensation without awareness” (Fredrickson).  

 Martin has also pointed the importance of the keyword “fire” in this section 

which occurs 43 times: “What is fire to Benjy? It is something he can see as more 

immediate and concrete than anything with perhaps the exception of Caddy. Its 

presence intensifies for Benjy the existence of anything or anyone else in its light” 

(47). Another keyword is “mirror”, which according to Martin “represent[s] … 

[Benjy’s] entire frame of reference. People come in or out of the mirror and are 

comprehensible to him. ‘Father put me down and went into the mirror ... too’ … The 

world through the mirror is all that Benjy can perceive; he cannot be a participant in 

the world beyond it.” (48). 

 

B: Syntax 

The sentence structure of Benjy’s narrative passages is simple. Leech and Short, who 

analyse the first page of the section, note that Benjy’s paratactic style suggests a lack 

of differentiation between cause and effect and essential and trivial information 

(165). Although Benjy does not use the passive voice, descriptions of his own actions 

are marked by deviant transitivity structures. Benjy would not say, for instance, that 
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he fell to the ground, but that “the moonlight jumped away and something hit me” 

(40). Even when he is the agent of an action, he sometimes makes his body parts the 

subject of the sentence. Burning his hand at the fire and drawing it back, he describes 

as “[m]y hand jerked back” (59).  

 

C: Rhetorical devices 

Although Leech and Short consider “graphological variation … a relatively minor 

and superficial part of style” which should be “noted under the heading of 

foregrounding” (105), graphology is an important aspect of the style of the first two 

sections. Notable instances of graphological deviation are the passages in italics, 

which indicate a change in time, although not all time shifts are marked thus. As has 

been pointed out in the summary in section 2.1, the chronology of the events can be 

reconstructed. This reconstruction is, however, complicated by the fact that some of 

the proper names occur twice: Benjy was named “Maury” after his maternal uncle, 

until his retardation is discovered, and Caddy’s daughter miss Quentin is named 

after her brother Quentin. 

 Another interesting graphological aspect of this section is its punctuation. The 

only punctuation marks in use are full stops and commas. When direct speech is 

followed by a reporting clause, it is separated by a full stop instead of a comma, 

which has the effect of dividing sharply the speech act from the utterance, as if there 

is no connection between the two. Further, the lack of question marks and 

exclamation marks makes clear that Benjy does register neither differences in 

intonation nor differences in meaning.  

 

D: Cohesion and context 

Benjy’s section is structured according to what Leech and Short call the the principle 

of psychological sequencing (142). So, Benjy tells us what is going on in his mind in 

the order he experiences it, and does not consider the needs of an audience. The use 
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of linking devices and cross-references is marked: Benjy introduces the nameless 

golfers with the personal pronoun “they”, which does refer neither backward nor 

forward. That is, the reader has to make the inference that a game of golf is being 

played, but there are no specific references to either the game or the players. 

Conversely, Benjy consistently refers to people he is acquainted with by their name 

when he reports speech without resorting to a personal pronoun: e.g. the phrase 

“Luster said” occurs six times on one page (15). There are, however, a few notable 

exceptions where the reporting verbs are preceded by a personal pronoun. A few 

instances of “she said” occur (8-9). It is difficult to see why this inconsistency in the 

use of personal pronouns is introduced, except perhaps in the case of Caddy, where 

it possibly suggests closeness. Time and place deictics are either completely absent or 

marked. To Benjy the flag, for instance, is not “there”, but “where the flag was” (3). 

This marked use of deictics suggests a difficulty to establish spatial relations and an 

inability to establish temporal relations. 

The first section of The Sound and the Fury consists of 91 different scenes 

(Cowan 105) which are not presented in a chronological way, and are devoid of 

clarification. One might wonder what Faulkner intended with the structure of this 

section. To avoid the intentional fallacy, this question has to be rephrased in terms of 

effect. What is the effect of frequent shifts between scenes which do not seem related 

besides causing confusion? What is the effect of having a story told by an idiot, who 

is not able to understand cause and effect, to differentiate between minor and major 

matters, here and there, now and then? One of the obvious effects is the fact that the 

reader has to work hard to reconstruct the chronology of the events. This is not an 

insurmountable obstacle, however, as Benjy has three different caretakers in three 

different periods. More importantly, the absence of linking devices and reflection on 

what happens, forces the reader to engage with the text. It is up to the reader to 

activate the text by deciding the meaning of the scenes and establishing a hierarchy 

of relevance. One of the means this section employs to create coherence is the 
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occurrence of “[c]ertain key words and phrases” (Minter 46). Whatever “fire” or 

“mirror” mean in the novel, it is clear that they mean something to Benjy. 

 

 

2.2.3 Analysis Quentin section (76-179) 
 

Preliminary remarks 

The oldest Compson brother, Quentin, is the narrator of this section, which shares 

with the previous and the following section the stream of consciousness technique. 

Quentin’s narration is characterised by “formal eloquence” (Polk 149) and is the 

“most purposeful and artificially contrived narration in the novel” (Kartiganer 82). 

According to Polk, “Faulkner records Quentin’s efforts to control his thoughts in 

several ways; as in the Benjy section, none is more striking than the mechanical 

representation of his syntax, grammar, and punctuation, which also like Benjy’s, 

become objective correlative to the state of Quentin’s mind” (150). So there is a 

strong correlation between form and meaning in this section: the disintegration of 

Quentin’s mind coincides with the disintegration of grammar, syntax and 

punctuation.  

Unlike Benjy, Quentin is cognitively normal, although mentally unstable. 

Quentin’s mental condition – the obsession with his sister’s sexuality and with time 

and his death wish – almost naturally invites a Freudian reading.12 Such an invitation 

does not have to be accepted in a linguistic analysis, as long as one realises that 

Quentin’s abnormality underlines the importance of the concept of mind style. 

Despite Quentin’s confused state, his text reveals a mind style from which the 

fictional world can be more readily comprehended than is the case with Benjy’s 

section. However, Quentin’s preoccupations make him continually revisit the past 

and the immediate causes for his musings do not always become clear. Whereas 

                                                 
12 A short Freudian reading of The Sound and the Fury is presented in Collins. 
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Benjy’s memories are exclusively triggered by external sensations, Quentin’s mind 

calls up recollections all by itself. In a certain sense the stream of consciousness 

technique can be considered mimetic of a character’s inner life. In this way, readers 

get acquainted with characters intimately, but are forced to put a relatively great 

effort into reconstruction of the text world.  

In Quentin’s section subsections can be discerned which are distinct in 

comprehensibility, tone and style, but homogeneous within themselves. The most 

distinguishing and objective feature of these different passages is graphological, viz. 

lay-out: some of the subsections have a different type page, in which there is a 

substantial amount of white space on the right side and no punctuation. In these 

passages Quentin’s consciousness is in the past (indicated by the abbreviation Cons. 

Past). The remaining subsections have a more regular lay-out and resemble 

conventional storytelling despite the stream of consciousness. Here Quentin’s 

consciousness deals with the present (Cons. Present). With these features in mind, I 

arrive at five distinct subsections: pp. 76 – 107 (Cons. Present), pp. 107 – 111 (Cons. 

Past), pp. 112 – 149 Cons. Present), pp. 150 – 164 (Cons. Past), and pp. 164 – 180 (a 

mixture of Cons. Past and Cons. Present). Reference to the different subsections will 

only be made if relevant. In actual fact, the situation is more complicated: according 

to Cowan there are almost 200 time shifts in Quentin’s section (10), and according to 

Volpe, 69 of those shifts are from past to present (373-377). So, although some 

stretches of text are centred more around the present and others around the past, 

these tendencies are not absolute. The Cons. Present passages generally show a lucid 

mind, whereas the Cons. Present passages give the impression of someone who has 

lost control of his thoughts. 

 

 

A: Lexis 
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Quentin’s vocabulary is extensive, as might be expected from the only Compson 

sibling who attends university. Some of the noteworthy aspects of lexical categories 

cut across word class divisions. One of these is the prominence of certain keywords 

and domains in Quentin’s vocabulary. Martin descries the keyword “shadow” which 

Quentin “seems to distance himself from” (50). The words “sister” and “Caddy” 

occur 34 and 55 times in this chapter, significantly more than in Jason’s section where 

they appear four and three times respectively. He keeps asking others the same 

question: “Did you ever have a sister? “ (76, 92, 160 and 166). There is a certain irony 

in the fact that he is accused of stealing someone else’s sister when he attempts to 

return the gypsy girl to her family (139). Time is probably the second most 

significant of lexical domains: “time”, “watch”, “clock” (76), “dial”, “hands” (77), 

“minutes” (78), “counting” (88), “hour” (79), “lose time” (83), “ticking away” (85). 

The fact that time seems to be one of Quentin’s main preoccupations is ironic, as his 

father has given him a watch expressly to enable him “to forget it now and then for a 

moment and not spend all [his] time trying to conquer it” (76). Another domain 

consists of lexical items which are related to (female) sexuality, especially in relation 

to his sister Caddy, another of Quentin’s preoccupations: “virgins” (77), “virginity”, 

“unvirgin”, “dirty sluts” (78), “incest” (79), “no woman is to be trusted” (105). 

Quotations by others, his father for instance are also pertinent: “Women are never 

virgins. Purity is a negative state and therefore contrary to nature” (116). A third 

domain is related to the Bible. Quentin mentions “Jesus”, “Saint Francis” (76), 

“Christ” (77) and “God” (91) several times. Quentin is the most devout member of 

the Compson family. A fourth domain consists of lexical items that are related to 

status and honour. A few examples are “gentility’ (92), “the pompous height of his 

municipal and military dream” (100), “noblesse oblige” (105) “champion of dames” 

(167). It is interesting to note that Quentin reflects on language, for instance in his 

rejection of his father’s claim that “[p]urity is a negative state and therefore contrary 

to nature.” For Quentin “[t]hat is just words” (116). Apparently there exists in 

Quentin’s mind a discrepancy between words and the world. In stark contrast to 
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Benjy’s section, nouns in this section are abstract more often: e.g. “experience”, 

“needs”, “despair”, “victory” and “mind” (76). Even when there are concrete nouns, 

these often lead Quentin’s thoughts to abstract concepts. So, the shadow of the sash 

makes him aware of time (ibid.). Quentin is obsessed by shadows: the word 

“shadow” occurs 59 times. Consistent with Quentin’s obsession with time is the 

frequent occurrence of adverbs of time. “then” occurs 204 times in Quentin’s section 

as opposed to 132 times in Jason’s section. 

 

B: Syntax 

Sentence structure 

The difference between the length and complexity of sentences between the Cons. 

Present and the Cons. Past subsections is substantial. The sentences in the Cons. Past 

subsections are well-formed less often. However, even in Cons. Present subsections 

sentences are not always well-formed. Take for instance “Eating the business of 

eating inside of you space too space and time confused Stomach saying noon brain 

saying eat oclock” (104). This sentence is problematic both on the semantic and the 

grammatical level, but it is embedded by a more transparent text. Still, it should not 

surprise us if we do not understand everything we read when we are “listening in” 

to a character’s thoughts. Rather, the opposite could be a marker that the stream of 

consciousness is temporarily substituted by another narrative mode: at least 

Quentin’s sentences at times are so complex that they hardly match with what would 

be expected in stream of consciousness. The following sentence may illustrate this: 

“that blending of childlike and ready incompetence and paradoxical reliability that 

tends and protects them ... which I had forgotten” (87-88). The complexity of such 

sentences rather resemble that of more traditional narration. The fact that Benjy is not 

able to tell his story because he has no active linguistic capabilities at his disposal 

could lead to the assumption that Quentin too has a ghost-writer, which at least 

could account for such a drastic change in style. A sentence like the above results not 
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just from a lucid mind, but requires reflection and composition. It seems therefore 

that another instance tells Quentin’s story, making use of the stream of consciousness 

technique to submerge the reader in Quentin’s mind. 

 Anacoluthons are frequent: “Father said that constant speculation regarding 

the position of mechanical hands on an arbitrary dial which is a symptom of mind-

function” (77). Although anacoluthons may merely give an adequate representation 

of a mind, in the Sound and the Fury only Quentin’s section is pervaded by them. This 

could indicate the confused state of Quentin’s mind. 

 As we have seen earlier, current events are more often expressed in a 

grammatically correct way than his memories (often in italic typeface). This 

ungrammaticality consists of sparse punctuation and a lack of coordination, which 

often lends an impression of hurry to his memories: “That quick her train caught up 

over her arm she ran out of the mirror like a cloud, her veil swirling in long glints her 

heels brittle and fast clutching her dress onto her shoulder with the other hand, 

running out of the mirror the smells roses roses the voice that breathed o'er Eden” 

(81). Another grammatical feature that is found more in this section than in any of 

the other sections is the use of the irrealis: “If it had been cloudy I could have looked 

at the window” (77). It occurs in the two sentences that follow as well: “Thinking it 

would be nice for them down at New London if the weather held up like this. Why 

shouldn’t it?” It appears that for Quentin, the hypothetical is as important as the real. 

This is especially true on the last pages of the section (176-179) on which “would” 

occurs eight times and “could” five times. Throughout the section, however, it 

becomes clear that Quentin cannot come to grasp with reality and hence prefers to 

speculate about an alternative reality. 
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C: Rhetorical devices 

Quentin’s use of similes is extensive. A few examples: “as though he had washed 

them with his face” (77), “like debris on a flood”, “like a terrapin in a street full of 

scuttering dead leaves” (78), “Like all the bells that ever rang still ringing in the long 

dying light-rays” (79), “my murmuring bones and the deep water like wind, like a 

roof of wind “ (80), “she ran out of the mirror like a cloud” (81), “two bootblacks ... 

shrill and raucous, like blackbirds”, “like crickets in September grass” (83), “like a 

gull tilting into the wind” (85) and “like a drained marsh in December” (ibid.). As 

can be seen from these examples, on average there is at least one simile per page. 

This might not me remarkable in itself, but the contrast with Benjy’s section is stark. 

Through Quentin’s similes there run some common motifs of barrenness, decay and 

death: “debris”, dead”, dying” and “drained marsh”. 

Quentin’s utterances are often characterised by an ironic touch. This irony 

may seem light-hearted, but if his suicide is taken into consideration, it actually 

contains rather deprecatory statements on either himself or the rest of the world or 

both. Let us consider an example where Quentin mocks both himself and society: 

“She approved of Gerald associating with me because I at least revealed a blundering 

sense of noblesse oblige by getting myself born below Mason and Dixon, and a few 

others whose Geography met the requirements (minimum)” (90). Here Quentin 

derogates his own ancestry, but at the same time criticises the yardstick against 

which Gerald’s mother measures his acquaintances. This shows that Quentin’s 

attitude towards a noble status by birth is ambivalent. In another instance the irony 

relates to Gerald’s reputation as a womaniser: “Husbands and fathers in Kentucky 

must have been awful glad when she carried Gerald off to Cambridge” (91). 

Quentin’s use of irony confirms the idea that he avoids direct confrontations with 

those parts of reality that he considers too painful.  

Graphology 

Punctuation is more regular in the Cons. Present passages and almost absent in the 

Cons. Past passages. With regard to typeface, italics do not serve to distinguish 
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between past and present, as is the case in Benjy’s section. According to Polk “they 

represent Quentin’s farthest remove from language … [T]hey are visual images, 

rather than verbal ones, pictures welling up in his mind rather than articulated, or 

articulatable, descriptions of his feelings” (155). Although it is true that Quentin does 

not articulate his feelings, the passages in italics do not only contain images, but also 

pieces of dialogue, as the following example shows: 

There was something terrible in me sometimes at night I could see it grinning at me I 

could see it through them grinning at me through their faces it's gone now and I'm 

sick  

 Caddy  

 Dont touch me just promise  

 If you're sick you cant  

 Yes I can after that it'll be all right it wont matter dont let them send him to 

Jackson promise  

 I promise Caddy Caddy  

 Dont touch me dont touch me  

 What does it look like Caddy  

 What  

 That that grins at you that thing through them (112) 

 Another graphological oddity is the transition from “I” to “i” for the first 

pronoun on the last pages of the chapter (176-179). This lower case “i” might suggest 

that Quentin has become smaller and less significant. According to Polk, it 

“represents graphemically his disintegrated self”. The translation in part 3 of this 

thesis does not include this passage, but it is not hard to imagine that this feature 

poses a problem for the translation. Considering that Dutch does not use capitals for 

its pronouns, the loss of this transition in translation seems inevitable. 

A striking element is the sheer length of the stretch of dialogue between 

Quentin and Caddy (150-164), which emphasises and confirms the extent of 

Quentin’s obsession with his sister. 
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D: Cohesion and context 

In this section it is the absence rather than the presence of cohesion that is marked, 

especially in the Cons. Past subsections. Sentences and phrases are often juxtaposed 

without the use of connectors or deictic elements:  

So the first one was another trolley. I got on. You can feel noon. I wonder if 

even miners in the bowels of the earth. That's why whistles: because people 

that sweat, and if just far enough from sweat you wont hear whistles and in 

eight minutes you should be that far from sweat in Boston. ... Then the wings 

are bigger Father said only who can play a harp. (104) 

Although the reconstruction of the fabula from Benjy’s narrative is complicated, at 

least the immediate causes for his rambling from one observation to another are 

apparent. Quentin’s mental leaps, however, leave much to be guessed. But even in 

very incoherent passages, certain keywords often return:  

I could hear my watch whenever the car stopped, but not often they were 

already eating Who would play a Eating the business of eating inside of you 

space too space and time confused Stomach saying noon brain saying eat 

oclock All right I wonder what time it is what of it. People were getting out. 

The trolley didn't stop so often now, emptied by eating. (104-105) 

Despite the lack of cohesive devices, Quentin’s obsession with the passage of time is 

obvious. 

A striking element of Quentin’s language is the repetition of certain phrases. 

The sentence “did you ever have a sister” occurs five times (78, twice at 92, 160, 166). 

The word “roses” (77) is repeated three times and at the same time it is noted that 

roses are “[n]ot virgins like dogwood, milkweed”. These repetitions underline 

Quentin’s obsession with his sister’s promiscuity. For the same reason, Quentin 

elsewhere repeats the name of Caddy’s lover, Dalton Ames, seven times (79). 

Linkage 
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In those passages that deal with Quentin’s memories, and especially those in the 

Cons. Past subsections, coordinating conjunctions are notably absent.  

Ellipsis 

According to Polk, “[w]ords are, for Quentin and Jason at any rate, lids they use to 

conceal … pain in the unconscious, though it constantly insist [sic] on verbalizing 

itself. We have access to their pain largely through what they don’t say” (“Trying”, 

143). Indeed, Quentin does not mention the word “suicide”, not even when he is 

carrying out the necessary preparations. Although his obsession with his sister’s 

unchaste behaviour is apparent, the pain only surfaces in his memories. Quentin 

does not consciously reflect on or talk about his feelings about his sister in the 

present. But apart from this general sense of Quentin “[t]rying not to say” (Polk 139), 

ellipsis on the linguistic level is also frequent and marked. An example that 

poignantly foreshadows his suicide is the following:  

Hats not unbleached and not hats. In three years I can not wear a hat. I could 

not. Was. Will there be hats then since I was not and not Harvard then. Where 

the best of thought Father said clings like dead ivy vines upon old dead brick. 

Not Harvard then. Not to me, anyway. Again. Sadder than was. Again. 

Saddest of all. Again. (95) 

From the context it can be inferred that Quentin muses on the fact that if he were still 

alive in three years’ time, he would be free not to wear a hat. This is however only 

one possible explicitation. The same applies to the end of the sentence, where the 

most logical inference seems to be that Quentin considers himself the ‘[s]addest of 

all’ people. 

 

E: Discourse structure and thought representation 

Most of the discourse taking place in the present is represented by Direct Speech, e.g. 

the conversations by Shreve and Quentin (164-168). The discourse in Quentin’s 

memories is represented by Free Direct Speech (e.g. 163), lacking both reporting 
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clauses and quotation marks. This corresponds to the earlier conclusion that the 

narration is more conventional in present discourse and less so in past discourse. 

However, there is an interesting distinction between the way Quentin reports the 

speech of his father and his mother. His father’s words are always preceded by a 

reporting clause (20 times throughout the section), “Father said”, whereas his 

mother’s utterances are not (e.g. 102-103). It appears that Quentin thinks of his father 

on a conscious level, whereas he remembers his mother’s words in spite of himself. 

 

2.2.4 Analysis Jason section (180-264) 

 

Preliminary remarks  

In comparison with the two preceding sections, Jason’s section appears to be 

relatively coherent: the nature of the events is mostly clear and there is none of the 

temporal confusion which obfuscates Benjy’s and Quentin’s accounts. So, it is in this 

chapter that the reader finds out that Quentin has committed suicide and that the 

father was an alcoholic (197), who has passed away in the meantime (202-203). Still, 

while the “what” and “when” of Jason’s section do not pose problems, the “why” 

remains elusive. Even when some of his motives such as greed partly explain his 

behaviour and Jason, in Faulkner’s words, is “quite sane” (Gwynn and Blotner 22), 

“he too is driven by irrational forces buried deep in his unconscious that are 

battering at the boundaries of articulation” (Polk 155). Jason is driven by anger and 

jealousy, but “he is always able to stop himself just short of speaking that which he 

most fears, and thus manages to keep a kind of control over his syntax” (Polk 156). 

Jason seems to adhere to the principle that the best defence is offence, constantly 

trying to raise his self-esteem by belittling others. Jason’s language is informal (cf. the 

frequent occurrence of “I says”) and interspersed with slang expressions. Another 

characteristic that critics have noted is Jason’s dependence on aphorisms (cf. Cowan 

9 and Polk 157). The opening sentence, “[o]nce a bitch always a bitch, what I say” 
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(180) is exemplary. Jason does not seem to realise how meaningless his statements 

often are. When he prevents his lover Lorraine to buy a beer, he says: “After all, like I 

say money has no value” (194). Such an utterance is in flagrant contradiction with his 

conduct. In Polk’s words, Jason’s “mindless oral formulae … are merely noise to fill 

the lacks in his gaps” (157). 

With regard to the interpersonal function, Leech and Short use the Jason 

section to illustrate how (implied) readers and author share a “secret communion” 

(222). They argue that “[i]t is as certain that Jason is morally flawed as that Benjy in 

the same novel … is cognitively flawed” (222). It is their contention that readers do 

not only engage in the narrative as participants, but also react on the author’s 

judgment. While readers do not necessarily have to share the (implied) author’s 

values, successful narration tends to keep readers unaware of their disagreement, 

due to a phenomenon Leech and Short label “suspension of dissent” (222). 

Analogous to its counterpart expression, “suspension of disbelief”, it indicates a 

willingness on the part of readers to abstain from questioning the values presented 

by the author and to be carried away by the story. 

 

A: Lexis 

Jason’s language is vernacular (e.g. Quentin is “gobbing” rather than painting her 

face, 180). His vocabulary betrays an angry and negativist stance towards the world 

and is often blasphemous and offensive. In his section, I counted 71 occurrences of 

“damn” or variations thereof (among which “dam”, “damned”, and “goddam”). 

Other instances are “bitch” (180), “little slut” (185), “hell” (192). 

According to Martin there are “no keywords to characterize Jason or his 

viewpoint” (52). This observation may seem to be in contradiction with the 

recurrence of swearwords, but these words do not carry symbolic functions as do 

“fire” in Benjy’ section or “shadow” in Quentin’s section. There is no need to delve 

deep in his words for a deeper meaning, as it is absent. 
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B: Syntax 

The syntax of the Jason section is relatively unmarked. Occasionally, however, 

Jason’s colloquialism extends itself to syntax. Once in a while for instance, he leaves 

out the subject, which is typical for the vernacular: “About four or five years ago he 

was taken sick. Scared the hell out of him…” (194). At times, Jason gets carried away 

by his indignation, and in those cases his sentences are often ungrammatical. 13 

 

C: Rhetorical devices 

Jason makes use of a number of rhetorical devices, mostly to express his 

dissatisfaction: similes, meiosis, and hyperbole. The intention seems to be the 

avoidance of painful realisations and the effect is generally ironic. Often the subjects 

of similes are likened to (agitated) animals, which confirms Jason’s idea of life like a 

struggle and his fixation on power relations. As he takes an antagonistic stance 

towards most subjects of his similes, he revels in their suffering.  A couple of 

examples: Jason holds his niece “like a wildcat” (183), and she has “eyes hard as a 

fice dog’s” (187). Earl is “chasing back and forth like a hen in a coop” (195), Caddy is 

“shaking like an ague-fit” (206), Earl is “watching that door like a hawk” (216), Benjy 

is “lowing like a cow”. Jason himself is glad “[he hasn’t] got the sort of conscience 

[he’s] got to nurse like a sick puppy all the time” (228). His expressions are often 

marked by sarcasm: e.g. “I can quit the store and get a job where I can work at night. 

Then I can watch her during the day and you can use Ben for the night shift” (181) or 

“’Of course I haven't got any right to ask,’ I says. ‘I'm just the one that paid $11.65 for 

them last September’” (187). The need to be in control seems to underlie Jason’s 

                                                 
13 As quotations would take up too much space, I refer the reader to a couple of examples on p. 196. 
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tendency to understate: “You boys are not going to let a little thing like the cotton 

market beat you, are you?” (217) 

Often Jason’s use of hyperbole seems not to be intended to stress the gravity of 

the situation but his own merit as the man of the house. Examples of this type of use 

are: “I feed a whole dam kitchen full of niggers to follow around after him” (186).  

"Every other no-count nigger in town eats in my kitchen" (189). 

Graphology 

The word “damn” is spelled “dam” if it comes from Jason, but “damn” if he quotes 

others saying it. The distinction is one that cannot be heard and the deviant 

orthography serves as eye dialect. According to Polk, “the pun relies on a variety of 

maternal and animal breeding meanings associated with the word ‘dam’” (163). He 

argues that Faulkner “uses “dam” to indicate how insistently “mother” and 

“sexuality” and even bestiality impinge on Jason’s profanity and his attitudes” (163). 

This argument is, however, weakened considerably by the fact that his niece uses 

“goddam” instead of “goddamn”. So, the fact that these deviations are hard to 

transfer to a translation should probably not worry a translator unduly. 

The punctuation in this section is more regular than that of the first two 

sections. Still, there are a few instances where punctuation is deviant. When Jason is 

overcome by paranoid suspicions that “they” will think that he is crazy like the rest 

of his family, the associations are rendered without punctuation in a way that is 

similar to Quentin’s ramblings.14 

                                                 
14 The sentence is rather long to quote in the main text in its entirety:  

Selling land to send him to Harvard and paying taxes to support a state University all the time 

that I never saw except twice at a baseball game and not letting her daughter's name be 

spoken on the place until after a while Father wouldn't even come down town anymore but 

just sat there all day with the decanter I could see the bottom of his nightshirt and his bare 

legs and hear the decanter clinking until finally T.P. had to pour it for him and she says You 

have no respect for your Father's memory and I says I dont know why not it sure is preserved 

well enough to last only if I'm crazy too God knows what I'll do about it just to look at water 
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D: Cohesion and context 

According to Cowan, Jason’s language is aphoristic (9). His utterances appear to be 

coherent, but a more detailed observation shows that they often stand on their own. 

As Polk has pointed out, Jason connects associations grammatically by the frequent 

use of “because” where “in fact the associations are emotional and nearly always 

lead him back to the same scenes of pain and conflict” (162). 

Cross reference and linkage 

Jason’s reliance on clichés often precludes the need for references. His section opens 

with “[o]nce a bitch, always a bitch” (180), which effectively illustrates his penchant 

for generalities. The connectors he uses are often empty markers which do not add to 

the meaning of his sentences. For instance, he regularly says “like I say” when he is 

still going to say something. 

 

 

2.2.5 Analysis Dilsey section (265-321) 

Preliminary remarks 

Although the fourth section has been alternately dubbed the “Dilsey section” and the 

“omniscient section”, neither of these labels fit the chapter too well. Dilsey is not the 

narrator of this chapter and, although her presence is more notable here than in the 

                                                                                                                                                         
makes me sick and I'd just as soon swallow gasoline as a glass of whiskey and Lorraine telling 

them he may not drink but if you dont believe he's a man I can tell you how to find out she 

says If I catch you fooling with any of these whores you know what I'll do she says I'll whip 

her grabbing at her I'll whip her as long as I can find her she says and I says if I dont drink 

that's my business but have you ever found me short I says I'll buy you enough beer to take a 

bath in if you want it because I've got every respect for a good honest whore because with 

Mother's health and the position I try to uphold to have her with no more respect for what I 

try to do for her than to make her name and my name and my Mother's name a byword in the 

town. (233) 
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previous sections, she is not the sole focus of it. Her central position, however, marks 

the contrast between the collapse of a family and her role as a pillar. She endures and 

she has “seed de first and de last” (297). With regard to the second title, Blanchard 

has argued that there is no evidence that the narrator indeed is omniscient (556). 

According to Blanchard “[t]he restrictions of [the] perspective are stressed by the 

conjectural quality of most of the narrative” (558). The only thing that can be said 

safely is that the fourth chapter is a third-person narrative, while its language is a 

literary dialect. These aspects as well as its chronology make it the most conventional 

part of the book. The first pages especially provide the couleur locale which, in a more 

conventional novel, would probably have appeared in the beginning. The fact that it 

is narrated by an outsider makes it seem the most objective and neutral account. 

However, this objectivity is mere semblance, as the fourth section does not offer a 

more definitive account of the affairs than any of the previous sections neither does it 

provide closure. Kartiganer dubs it the “fourth mystification”. In Blanchard’s view 

the narration is relatively detached, but not objective. Its most salient aspect is that so 

much is not said: there is no attempt to comment on, interpret or explain what has 

preceded. Although the narrator is an outsider, the narration seldom shows what is 

inside the minds of characters. Despite this emotional distance, however, the narrator 

has a great eye for detail and apparently observes closely. 

 

A: Lexis 

The aspect of “literariness” of the fourth section is partly due to its extensive 

vocabulary. The first page features “precipitating”, “moribund”, “dropsical” and 

“myriad” (265), the complexity of which contrasts strongly with that of the lexis in 

the first sections. As these examples show, words often have Latinate roots. This in 

itself is usually an indication of richness of vocabulary, as the most frequent 

occurring words in English texts are of Germanic origin. 
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The first four paragraphs contain a lot of visual descriptions. Semantically, 

words that belong to an isotopy of “disintegration” are frequent: “disintegrate”, 

“sunken”, “skeleton”, “fallen” (265), “ruin” (266). Most of the adjectives in the entire 

section are descriptive, although there are a few exceptions which are significant as 

they betray the partiality of the narrator: Dilsey’s daughter Frony has a “pleasant 

face” (289), whereas Jason’s eyes are “cold and harried” (282). 

Adjectives and adverbs are more frequent here than in any of the other 

sections, at least in the passages where Dilsey and reverend Shegog are central. 

Where Jason is the focaliser, adjectives and adverbs are less frequent. They are often 

visual descriptions, but sometimes also evaluative, as in “regal” and “moribund” 

(265). In contradistinction to the previous sections, readers are invited to look 

outward instead of inside people’s minds in this section. 

 Verbs in this section often describe movement: the verb forms “returned”, 

“opened”, “drove”, “descended”, “went” and “emerged” all appear shortly after 

each other on the same page (272). This produces a sense of dynamism, which is 

lacking in especially the first two sections. 

 

B: Syntax 

Sentence structure 

The sentence structure in this section is hypotactical, especially in comparison with 

the other sections. This is due among other things to the occurrence of embedded 

clauses. These are often introduced by the relative pronoun “which”, which occurs 32 

times. In comparison, “which” occurs only once in the Benjy section (in direct 

speech) and sixteen times in the Jason section. It occurs 28 times in the Quentin 

section, which it most resembles syntactically. Further, present participles are 

frequently used appositively, e.g. “A car passed along the road outside, laboring in 

the sand” (295). The effect of both the hypotactical structure and the occurrence of 

appositions is that the sense of detail is heightened. 
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C: Rhetorical devices 

The most frequent rhetorical device is the simile or the quasi-simile and the 

metaphor, or a combination. The opening sentence is prototypical: 

The day dawned bleak and chill, a moving wall of gray light out of the 

northeast which, instead of dissolving into moisture, seemed to disintegrate 

into minute and venomous particles, like dust that, when Dilsey opened the 

door of the cabin and emerged, needled laterally into her flesh, precipitating 

not so much a moisture as a substance partaking of the quality of thin, not 

quite congealed oil. (265) 

Similes are often convoluted: 

She had been a big woman once but now her skeleton rose, draped loosely in 

unpadded skin that tightened again upon a paunch almost dropsical, as 

though muscle and tissue had been courage or fortitude which the days or the 

years had consumed until only the indomitable skeleton was left rising like a 

ruin or a landmark above the somnolent and impervious guts, and above that 

the collapsed face that gave the impression of the bones themselves being 

outside the flesh, lifted into the driving day with an expression at once 

fatalistic and of a child's astonished disappointment, until she turned and 

entered the house again and closed the door. (265-266). 

The items which are associated with each other are often quite disparate. For 

instance, “guts” are not regularly “somnolent and impervious” (266). 

 

D: Cohesion and context 

The first impression after reading the fourth section is that it runs more smoothly 

than any of the other sections. A relatively high degree of cohesion is obtained by the 

regular use of place, time and person deictics: people are alternately referred to by 

their name or a personal pronoun; time is indicated by adjuncts and adverbial 
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phrases like “when”, “for a while”, “then” “once”, “now” (265), “then”, “this time”, “ 

a moment later” (266); places are indicated by adverbs of place as “in the door”, 

“across her fallen breasts” (265), “beside the house”, “from nowhere”. 

The theme-rheme pattern is regular, in the sense that usually given 

information precedes new information. The text on the first page of the section 

focuses first on the day, then moves on to Dilsey (who is introduced by her name and 

then subsequently referred to either by a personal pronoun or her name), then on to 

her gown, which then becomes a topic of its own. Despite the appearance of 

regularity it is important to note that the use of references gives subtle clues with 

regard to the narrator and his relation to the reader. The first line of the section refers 

to Dilsey by name, so apparently readers are supposed to know who she is. 

Curiously however, Benjy is introduced as “a big man” (274). The narrator acts as if 

the reader has not yet been acquainted with Benjy. In this way the reader is invited to 

look at Benjy from another point of view.  

With regard to coherence, the text develops a few themes of its own (Dilsey’s 

caretaking and church visit and Jason’s chase after his niece), but it does not relate to 

the themes which have been developed in the previous sections. Those sections dealt 

with the Compson brothers’ minds, to which we are now denied access. The shared 

obsession of the Compson brothers for Caddy is absent here. So, although the fourth 

section is coherent at one level, it is less so with regard to the context of the other 

sections. In brief, this section is informed by what is not said just as much as the 

previous sections. 

 

E: Discourse structure and thought representation 

With regard to the conversation between the (implied) author and the (implied) 

reader, the narration seems to take more account of the reader than any of the 

previous sections. Still, the narration defies the expectations the reader might have 

that the confusion of previous sections will be clarified. This in its turn may be based 
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on the perceived norm that usually third-person narrators are more reliable than first 

person narrators (Short 262).  

 

2.3 Translation problems 

I will now summarily characterise the style of each of the four sections and discuss 

some points which need attention while translating. I will then take up the 

discussion of dialect in The Sound and the Fury. 

A common factor in the four sections is the relationship between mind style 

and language. Although the strong version of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis “is 

unlikely to have any adherents now” (Crystal 15), according to Leech and Short 

“whatever stand one takes on the issue, the fact remains that we conceptualize in 

terms of the categories our language provides for us” (117). So language does not 

determine mind, but “language and thought may affect one other in ways that 

distinguishes languages” (Boase-Beier 22). 

Benjy’s cognitive impairment is noticeable throughout the first section. Benjy’s 

world is limited to the physical world around him and his memories. He does not 

understand cause and effect and has difficulties understanding spatio-temporal 

relations. These limitations are reflected by his language in a number of ways. His 

vocabulary is restricted and his poor insight in spatio-temporal relations will surface 

in the lack of use of deixis. With regard to the existential verbs discussed in section 

1.5, it was mentioned that English and Dutch verbs represent different spatial 

conceptualisations. Dutch existential verbs seem to require a degree of spatial insight 

which Benjy does not possess. There are, in short, two conflicting tendencies at work: 

a translator’s wish to comply with grammar rules and the need to preserve the text 

world. The solution is to be found in the text itself: the text contains quite a few 

instances of transgressions against language rules due to Benjy’s restricted mind 

style. These transgressions are not always strictly grammatical, but they still suggest 

that violations of the language rules are admissible when they fit the text world. In 
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view of Benjy’s limited spatial insight, a case can be made for a non-standard 

translation. 

Syntactically, Benjy is incapable of complex sentences. The exceptions to these 

limitations are the stretches of dialogue he knows by heart: these depend on the 

cognitive abilities of the speaker. Still, it is important to realise that Benjy does not 

understand what is being said. This is why questions and commands are not marked 

by question marks and exclamation marks. Although this is straightforward for the 

translation, Dutch translators must be careful not to add accents to add stress, for 

example. Finally, dialect is less marked here than in the later sections, which must be 

reflected in translation. 

Quentin’s section is characterised by a more extensive vocabulary and a more 

complex use of syntaxis. There is, however, a great variety in the style of certain 

passages, especially in terms of coherence. In some passages, coherence is attained by 

the use of cohesive devices, while the less coherent passages consist of juxtapositions 

of seemingly unrelated events or memories. In those cases, the train of events is even 

more difficult to follow than is often the case in Benjy’s section Contrary to Benjy’s, 

Quentin’s utterances have an attitudinal connotation and are often ironic. The 

translation of irony can cause problems when the distance between denotation and 

connotation of an expression in source language and target language is different. 

Dialect is more pronounced here than it is in Benjy’s section. 

Jason’s style is conversational. His vocabulary is less extensive than Quentin’s, 

while syntactic variation is limited. Also, his use of deictic referents is limited: his 

sentences often stand alone, as his world view is closed. Like Quentin’s, Jason’s 

words often betray his attitude, although his irony is less subtle. If Jason is not ironic, 

his stance is almost always negative. The dialect here is approximately as marked as 

in Quentin’s section. 

The fourth section has the most conventional literary language. Its vocabulary 

is extensive and sentences are relatively long. However, long descriptive passages 

alternate with more dynamic passages and dialogue. The narrator seems objective 
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most of the time, but at times s/he betrays his/her attitude. Dialect in this section is 

very pronounced and increasingly so towards the end. Translation problems in this 

section can be expected in the realms of unexpected and rare vocabulary and the 

occurrence of unusual metaphors. 

 

Sociolect and dialect 

Direct speech also reveals a great deal about the ideological perspectives of the 

narrators and the novel as a whole. There are notable differences among the 

characters in terms of their speech, but in addition the narrators represent the speech 

of identical characters differently. We will now look at the nature of these differences 

and see whether it is possible to make some statements about translation strategies 

with regard to idiolect and dialect. 

The novel establishes its own linguistic norm by presenting three white 

narrators who speak a variety of English that is very similar to General American. 

The fourth narrator is not a character in the story, but s/he also speaks a standard 

variety of American English, and it could be argued that his/her language equally is 

white English. The direct speech of the white characters broadly conforms to that 

norm – except for the Northener who speaks of Jason as a “durn furriner” (140) – but 

the black character’s speech does not. The black community is placed outside the 

centre by its deviant language. The question is whether this deviation implies an 

ideological perspective, or that it is merely a mimesis of reality. 

The language of white Southerners in Faulkner’s novels in many ways 

resembles standard American, though there are some deviations. These are mostly 

graphological. Throughout Faulkner’s language is pervaded by idiosyncratic forms 

like “dont”, “aint”, etcetera. Black speech deviates strongly, however. Until recently, 

two theories about the origin of Afro-American Vernacular English (AAVE) have 

been prevalent, one stating that it is a “non-standard social dialect, similar to and 

based on the Southern regional dialects of American English, and reflecting the social 

isolation and inadequate education of the former slaves” (Spolsky 62) and the other 
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that it “derives from an original creole” (Spolsky 63). The two views betray different 

attitudes towards black vernacular speech: proponents of the former theory might 

consider AAVE a corruption, and hence an inferior version of Standard English, 

whereas champions of the latter might just consider AAVE a totally different 

language. Clearly, black vernacular speech as it is represented in The Sound and the 

Fury is too similar to white speech to be considered an altogether different language: 

on a lexical level there is almost no difference, although there are some realia which 

are unique to black vernacular speech [e.g. “biggity” (15) or “bluegum” (69)]. The 

deviations from the norm are either grammatical or morphosyntactic. Here follows a 

list of types of transgressions against the norms in the black vernacular speech in the 

Benjy section.  

grammatical deviations 

double negation: “Don’t talk to me about no show (15)” 

double past: “We done looked there (3)” 

ellipsis of the verb: “Your name Benjamin now (69)” 

ellipsis of articles: “white folks give nigger money (15)” 

ellipsis of pronoun: “because know first white man comes along (15)” 

confusion of be/have: “I is done it (17)” 

case: “Less me and Jason tells (19)” 

double deixis: “this here tub (15)” 

 

morphosyntactic deviations 

lack of case congruence: “Course I is (10)” 

lack of tense congruence (or ellipsis of auxiliary: “You go last night (15)” 

use of weak/strong verbs: “I knowed it (29)” 

 

phonological or graphological deviation ("eye dialect") 

Lawd (25) Cf. with “Lord” (9), uttered by Miss Caroline. 

 

omission 

“How come you cant behave yourself like ∅ folks” (14).15  

 

                                                 
15 The empty set symbol (‘∅’) is my addition and indicates that a term like ‘regular’ or ‘normal’ is 

missing here. 
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In the light of the discussion referred to above, namely whether the text 

accurately represents or imitates black vernacular speech or whether it has an 

ideological perspective, it is interesting to note the difference in spelling of “Lord”: in 

the case of black characters it is exclusively rendered by “Lawd”, and in the case of 

white characters it is almost exclusively represented by “Lord”. Almost, as there is 

one notable exception in a dialogue between Dilsey and Caddy: 

‘Never you mind.’ Dilsey said. ‘You'll know in the Lawd's own time.’ She 

brought my bowl. The steam from it came and tickled my face. ‘Come here, 

Versh.’ Dilsey said.  

 ‘When is the Lawd's own time, Dilsey.’ Caddy said. (25) 

The fact that Caddy’s pronunciation of “Lord” is represented in the same way as 

Dilsey’s is significant as it suggests a sense of solidarity between white Caddy and 

black Dilsey. On the other hand, although the spelling deviates from the one that is 

used to represent the pronunciation of “Lord” by the rest of the members of the 

Compson family, it is not certain that the different spellings suggest different 

pronunciations. In other contexts, the Southern pronunciation of “Lord” is often 

rendered with “Lawd”. Possibly, the graphological variation just serves to underline 

social difference. This impression is reinforced by the fact that the speech of white 

characters is practically equal to General American, which in practice is vastly 

different from the speech of Southerners. The rendition of their speech is normalised 

to bring the speech of black people into relief. So dialect firstly serves to set apart the 

language members of the black community, secondly shows that black people’s 

speech violate the norms of the standard language and thirdly depends on the 

narrator for its representation. The effect of setting apart one group of people might 

be achieved by using eye dialect – a term that “refers to non-normative spelling which 

represents the same representation as the standard spelling” (Määttä 320). The 

transgression of grammatical rules should occur in the target text as well, but must 

be adapted to the possibilities and constraints of Dutch. The dialectal variation in 

later sections is more extreme than in the first. If the translation is to be faithful to 
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that distinction, the use of eye dialect and grammatical transgressions in the first 

chapter should be moderate in comparison to that of the later sections. On the other 

hand, the translator should take care that there is no divergence between the speech 

of Dilsey and Luster as, according to Lencho “[a]t any one point in the novel, it is 

impossible to differentiate the dialect of Luster from that of Dilsey” (408). 
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PART THREE: Annotated Translations 

3.1 Translations per section 

3.1.1 Fragment from Benjy section (3-7) 

Zeven april 1928. 

Door het hek, tussen de ruimtes van de omkrullende bloemen,16 kon ik ze zien slaan. 

Ze kwamen naar waar de vlag17 was18 en ik ging19 langs het hek. Luster was aan het 

zoeken in het gras bij de bloemboom. Ze haalden de vlag eruit20 en ze sloegen. Toen 

                                                 
16 This rather inelegant Dutch prose (“tussen de ruimtes van …”) immerses us instantly in the mind of 

Benjy. To him, the “ruimtes” (“spaces”) between the flowers are an integral part of the flowers. It is 

imaginable that, in practice, publishers would wish for a certain degree of normalisation for fear of 

deterring their readership. Commercial considerations aside however, the present translation seems to 

adequately render the mind style which is expressed in the source text. 

17 The phrase “where the flag was” is another instance of deviant spatial deixis. It emphasises that 

Benjy does not realise the significance of the flag in the game, and that his interest lies only in the 

location of that object.  

18 As shown in the contrastive grammar section, forms of the verb “to be” in the sense of “to be at a 

certain position” are generally rendered with one of the static verbs in Dutch which stand in a 

hyponymy relation to “to be”: “staan”, “liggen”, “zitten”, “hangen”, etc. Normally, this shift is 

obligatory. Arguably, however, such lexical choices presuppose an understanding of the semantic 

differences between them. On the other hand, one could object that the words are not Benjy’s in any 

case, as shown in the analysis, and that therefore, a non-standard use of Dutch forms an unnecessary 

distraction. This distraction, however, serves once again the purpose of emphasising Benjy’s restricted 

world view. 

19 The remark in the previous note about stative verbs in Dutch translation can apply analogously to 

certain verbs of motion. So, depending on the context a translation with “lopen” instead of “gaan” 

would not be unusual. However, similar observations with regard to Benjy’s mind style can be made 

here. 

20 The translation with the pronominal adverb “eruit” [lt.: “out of it”] begs the question “from where 

did they remove the flag?” This effect is intended, as the source text forces the same question on the 
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zetten ze de vlag terug en ze gingen naar de tafel en hij sloeg en de ander sloeg. Toen 

gingen ze verder en ik ging langs het hek. Luster kwam van de bloemboom vandaan 

en we gingen langs het hek en ze bleven staan en we bleven staan en ik keek door het 

hek terwijl Luster in het gras zocht.21 

 ‘Hier, caddie.’22 Hij sloeg. Ze gingen weg over het weiland. Ik hield me vast 

aan het hek en zag ze weggaan. 

 ‘Hoor jezelf nou es.’ zei Luster.23 ‘Je bent me d’r eentje, drieëndertig jaar, en 

dan zo tukkeergaan.24 En dan ben ik nog wel helemaal naar de stad gegaan om die 

                                                                                                                                                         
reader. Benjy’s section is littered with this kind of gaps, which are small, but not insignificant as they 

serve to foreground Benjy´s unusual mind style. A translation such as “ze haalden de vlag weg” for 

example, might seem to be a semantic equivalent, but it disguises a fact which the source text 

suggests, namely that the spatial dimension is omitted. One might object that it is certainly not 

impossible to “take out something” without indicating what it is taken out of in American usage. 

Considered in isolation, this seems a reasonable supposition. While it seems reasonable to suppose 

that someone with a more usual mind style would have used a phrase like “They took the flag out of 

the hole”, deictic vagueness is a constant in Benjy’s world as is his evasion of golf terms. 

21 For the translation of “we” and “they”, Dutch has a choice between emphatic and non-emphatic 

pronouns. In view of the fact that the deixis in this entire section is unemphatic and the tone of voice 

monotonous, I opt for the latter variant. The emphatic variants somehow suggest a mind that is not 

only able to discern us from them, but actually cares about this difference. This would be incompatible 

with Benjy’s mind which is only capable to register what happens. 

22 The translator is in luck here, as Dutch, like most other languages, uses a loanword for “caddie”. In 

this way, the sound correspondence between “caddie” and “Caddy” can be kept intact and enables 

the reader to comprehend Benjy’s reaction to the utterance. 

23 The punctuation in the original is copied in the translation. The omission of the comma in this case 

suggests a disconnectedness between the act of speaking and what is being uttered. 

24 In line with the section on dialects and sociolects , this translation seeks recourse to a combination of 

“eye dialect” (a kind of phonetic representation of otherwise regular speech) and a grammar that 

deviates from the standard in order to mimic the black vernacular of the South. It avoids leaning 

towards a specific regional dialect as this might disrupt the illusion of coherence between the fictional 

world and the language that is spoken in that world. Readers of translations have become accustomed 
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taart25 voor je te kope. Hou es op met dat gejammer. Help me nou maar om dat 

kwartje26 te vinden dan kan ik vanavend naar de voorstelling.’ 

 Ze sloegen wat, over het weiland. Ik ging terug langs de heg naar waar de 

vlag was. Hij wapperde op het heldere gras en de bomen. 

 ‘Kom op.’ zei Luster. ‘We hebben daar al gekeke. Ze kome nu nie meer. La’we 

naar de beek gaan en dat kwartje vinden voor die nikkers ut vinde.’ 

 Hij was rood en wapperde op het weiland. Toen kwam er schuin een vogeltje 

aan en schommelde erop. Luster gooide. De vlag wapperde op het heldere gras en de 

bomen. Ik hield het hek vast.  

 ‘Hou op met dat gejammer.’ zei Luster. ‘Ik kannie zorge dat ze kome als ze nie 

kome. Als je niet stil ben, heeft mammie niks voor je verjaardag. As je niet stil ben, 

weet je wa’k ga doen. Dan eet ik die taart helemaal op. En de kaarsen d’rbij. Al die 

drieëndertig kaarse. Kom op, lawe naar de beek gaan. Ik mot27 m’n kwartje vinde. 

Misschien kunne we één van die balle28 vinde. Daar. Daar zijn ze. Helemaal daar. 

                                                                                                                                                         
to the fact that characters in fiction do not speak their own mother tongue but that of the reader. This 

works because, as long as readers encounter language that is unmarked for dialect, they are not 

alerted to the discrepancy that exists between the language of the translation and the culture of the 

fictional world. How readers react to a dialect depends very much on their familiarity with that dialect 

and how they look at it (especially in terms of its socio-economic status). The degree of grammatical 

deviation in Luster’s en Dilsey’s speech in this section is moderate in comparison with that of the later 

sections, as this is also in the case in the source text. 

25 The kind of cake is suggested by the fact that the present day is Benjy’s birthday. It probably is a soft 

cake with candles on it (cf. 4.), which justifies a translation with “taart”. 

26 Although a “quarter” in some instances can be translated with “kwart dollar”, in this context such a 

translation is overly explicit, especially as it occurs eighteen more times in this chapter. 

27 According to Van Dale “motten” is an uncivilised vernacular form of “moeten” [(onbeschaafde 

spreektaalvorm van) moeten]. 

28 An instance of translator’s luck. There is a certain irony in the fact that Luster is looking for balls, 

whereas Benjy is castrated. Fortunately, the two relevant senses of “ball”, viz. “spherical toy” and 

“testicle” can be expressed by a homonym in Dutch as well. Because of the “formal correspondence” – 
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Kijk.’ Hij kwam naar het hek en wees met zijn arm. ‘Zie je ze. Ze kome hier nie meer 

trug. Kom op.’ 

 We gingen langs het hek en kwamen bij het tuinhek,29 waar onze schaduwen 

waren. Mijn schaduw was hoger dan die van Luster op het hek. We kwamen bij de 

kapotte plek en gingen er doorheen.  

 ‘Ho eve.’ zei Luster. ‘Je bent weer aan die spijker blijven hake. Kun je hier nou 

nooit eens doorheen kruipe zonder aan die spijker te blijve hake.’ 

 Caddy maakte me los en we kropen erdoor. Oom Maury zei dat we op moesten passen 

dat niemand ons zag, dus we kunnen beter bukken, zei Candy. Bukken, Benjy. Kijk, zo. We 

bukten en staken de tuin over, waar de bloemen tegen ons aan schuurden en ritselden. De 

grond was hard. We klommen over het hek, waar de varkens aan het knorren en snuffelen 

waren. Ik denk dat ze verdrietig zijn omdat er vandaag eentje is gedood, zei Caddy. De grond 

was hard, omgewoeld en hobbelig.30 

 Hou je handen in je zakken, zei Caddy. Of ze raken bevroren. Je wil je handen toch niet 

bevroren hebben. 

 ’t Is te koud buiten.’ zei Versh. ‘Je wil nu ech nie naar buite.’ 

                                                                                                                                                         
which is not meant to refer to translation theory here – between the two kinds of objects, this lucky 

circumstance is not coincidental. The irony will almost certainly escape the unbiased first time reader 

of the novel, but becomes relevant on re-reading it. 

29 Although the garden fence obviously is a different kind of fence from the one which surrounds the 

“pasture” (the golf terrain), the translation is the same in both instances, viz. “hek”. Although it is 

hard at times to suppress an inclination to create an aesthetically pleasing text, in this case faithfulness 

to the limited vocabulary of the original is called for as it has the function of underlining Benjy’s 

limited cognitive abilities. For the same reason, both “gate” and “fence” have been translated with 

“hek”.  

30 Somehow, the observation by Benjy that the ground is “churned” seems incompatible with his 

cognitive abilities. From the rest of his section, it appears he is able to use his five senses. The 

expression “churned”, however does not describe a tactile experience. To describe, however, what 

churned mud feels like without using that very same word seems a hopeless task. 
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 ‘Wat is er nu weer.’ zei moeder. 

 ‘Hij wil naar buite.’ zei Versh. 

 ‘Laat hem maar gaan.’ zei oom Maury. 

 ‘Het is te koud.’ zei moeder. Hij kan beter binnen blijven. Benjamin. Hou 

daarmee op. Nu.’ 

 ‘Hij zal er heus niks van krijgen.’ zei oom Maury. 

 ‘Hé, Benjamin.’ zei moeder. ‘Als je je niet gedraagt, moet je naar de keuken.’ 

 ‘Mammie zeg hou hem uit de keuken vandaag.’ zei Versh. ‘Ze zeg dat ze nog 

heel veel werk hep aan het koke.’ 

 ‘Laat hem maar gaan, Caroline.’ zei oom Maury. ‘Je wordt nog een keer ziek 

van bezorgdheid over hem.’ 

 ‘Ik weet het.’ zei moeder. ‘Is het een straf van God.31 Vraag ik me wel eens af.’ 

 ‘Ik weet het, ik weet het.’ zei oom Maury. ‘Je moet moed houden. Ik maak een 

grogje voor je.’ 

 ‘Dan raak ik alleen maar meer van streek.’ zei moeder. ‘Dat weet je toch.’ 

 ‘Je zal ervan opknappen.’ zei oom Maury. ‘Pak hem stevig in, jongen, en neem 

hem maar eventjes mee naar buiten.’ 

 Oom Maury ging weg. Versh ging weg. 

 ‘Wees alsjeblieft stil.’ zei moeder. ‘We doen ons best om je zo snel mogelijk 

naar buiten te krijgen. Ik wil niet dat je ziek wordt.’ 

 Versh deed mijn schoenen en jas aan en we pakten mijn pet en gingen naar 

buiten. Oom Maury stopte de fles in de kast32 in de eetkamer. 

                                                 
31 This translation is an explicitation of “judgment on me” (in back-translation: “God’s judgment”). It 

seems to me that the fact that “judgment” in the source text relates to a divine judgment is obvious to 

American readers as their society is pervaded by Christian culture. In Dutch, “straf van God” is a 

regular expression. Alternatives like “Bezoeking (des heren)” or “godsgericht” seem either too archaic 

or too formal. 
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 ‘Hou hem zo’n half uur buiten, jongen.’ zei oom Maury. ‘Hou hem in de tuin.’ 

 ‘Ja, meneer.’ zei Versh. ‘We laten hem nooit verder gaan.’ 

 We gingen naar buiten. De zon was koud en helder. 

 ‘Waar ga je heen.’33 zei Versh. ‘Je denkt toch zekers niet dat je naar de stad 

mag.’34 We gingen door de ritselende bladeren. Het hek was koud. ‘Je kan je hande 

beter in je zakke houe.’ zei Versh. ‘Als je handen vastgevroren zijn aan dat hek, wat 

doe je dan. Waarom wacht je niet thuis op ze.’ Hij deed mijn handen in mijn zakken. 

Ik kom hem horen ritselen in de bladeren. Ik kon de kou ruiken. Het hek was koud. 

 ‘Hier hep je wat bitternoten. Verrek. Klim in die boom. Kijk es naar die 

eekhoorn, Benjy.’ 

 Ik voelde het hek helemaal niet, maar ik rook de heldere kou. 

 ‘Je kan je hande beter weer in je zakke doen.’ 

 Caddy liep. Toen rende ze, haar boekentas slingerde en schudde achter haar. 

 ‘Hallo, Benjy’ zei Caddy. Ze deed het hek open en kwam naar binnen en boog 

zich voorover. Caddy rook naar bladeren. 

 ‘Kwam je me tegemoet.’ zei ze.35 ‘Kwam je Caddy tegemoet. Waarom heb je 

zijn handen zo koud laten worden, Versh.’ 

                                                                                                                                                         
32 The “sideboard” of the source text does not belong to the “common core” vocabulary Leech and 

Short associate with Benjy, whereas “kast” in the translation does. The translation in this respect is 

more faithful to the spirit than to the letter.  

33 The absence of punctuation marks other than the period is striking for the Benjy section. It has the 

important function of showing that Benjy is a mere “recorder” and does not comprehend any of the 

utterances. 

34 The tag question in the source text (“does you”) and its deviant grammar are compensated for in the 

translation by using the vernacular “zekers” instead of unmarked “zeker”. 

35 This is one of very few places where a personal pronoun is used for someone who speaks. This 

inconsistency in deixis occurs only in the place of Caddy and her mother. Other speakers are only 

referred to by their names, which suggests that Benjy is unable to use substitution. The fact that he 

does use substitution in the case of his sister and mother may emphasise his special relationship with 
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 ‘Ik zei tegen ‘m dat ie zijn hande in z’n zakke moest houe.’ zei Versh. ‘Hij hep 

zich vastgehoue aan dat ijzere hek.’ 

 ‘Kwam je Caddy tegemoet,’ zei ze, over mijn handen wrijvend. Caddy rook 

naar bomen en net als wanneer ze zegt dat we sliepen. 

 Wat ben je nou aan het jammere, zei Luster. Je kan ze weer zien wanneer we bij de 

beek kome. Hier. Hier hep je een doornappel. Hij gaf me de bloem. We gingen door het hek, het 

terrein op. 

 ‘Wat is er.’ zei Caddy. ‘Wat probeer je Caddy te zeggen. Stuurden ze hem naar 

buiten, Versh.’ 

 

 

3.1.2 Fragment from Quentin section (76-78) 

Twee juni 1910. 

Toen de schaduw van het raam op de gordijnen viel36 was het tussen zeven en acht 

uur en toen hoorde ik het horloge37 en was ik weer bij de tijd.38 Het was van 

                                                                                                                                                         
Caddy, but it is unclear what it says about the relationship with his mother. Possibly, it is just an 

author’s slip.  

36 This is a typical example of the difference between the occurence of broad lexemes in English, where 

in Dutch a more specific lexeme is preferable. 

37 The English uses a present participle construction, “hearing the watch”. In the syntactical section of 

the contrastive grammar, several options for the rendition of the present participle have been 

discussed. In practice, however, it seems that in the majority of cases a rendition with a coordinate 

phrase is most suitable. This leaves room for an ambiguous relationship between the participle with 

the rest of the verbs and is also less obtrusive than most subordinate translations. So, while I could 

have rendered “hearing the watch” with “doordat ik de klok hoorde”, this would have been overly 

emphatic and explicit. 

38 The expression “bij de tijd” is ironic and should not be understood in its regular sense, in which case 

it would roughly mean “up-to-date” or “switched on”. However, Faulkner’s use of “in time” is 
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grootvader geweest en toen vader het aan me gaf zei hij39 ik geef je het mausoleum 

van alle hoop en verlangen; het is wel verschrikkelijk40 frappant dat je het zal 

gebruiken om de reducto absurdum41 van alles wat je als mens meemaakt op te doen, 

die niet méér aan je persoonlijke behoeften zal voldoen dan het aan die van hem of 

van zijn vader voldaan heeft. Ik geef het je niet om aan de tijd te denken maar om die 

af en toe eens eventjes te vergeten en geen energie te verspillen42 aan het proberen 

hem de baas te worden. Omdat geen strijd ooit wordt gewonnen zei hij. Ze worden 

                                                                                                                                                         
deviant from its standard usage and probably means that Quentin once again is aware of what time it 

is. The Dutch expression “bij de tijd” likewise deviates from normal use, but the reading “aware of the 

time” is semantically transparent to a Dutch audience and, as an added bonus, contains the word 

“time” which is a keyword in the entire Quentin section. 

39 The sparse and deviant punctuation in the source text mirrors Quentin’s consciousness and is 

therefore maintained in the translation. Here, unlike Benjy’s section, the deviation is not due to 

Quentin’s inability to discern between sentence types (e.g. command, statement and question), but it is 

characteristic of the stream of consciousness. Standard punctuation suggests a degree of revision and 

coherence and hence is unfit to imitate the way the mind works in reality. The deviant punctuation is 

maintained in the translation. 

40 The translation of “excruciating-ly” with “verschrikkelijk” is somewhat flat. It collocates nicely with 

“frappant” , however, which is not the case with many alternatives. 

41 The expression “reducto absurdum” is reproduced verbatim from the source text and is a corruption 

of “reductio ad absurdum”. Whether this mistake should be attributed to the speaker (Quentin’s 

father) or Faulkner seems to be irrelevant to the translation, even if one generally believes that 

authors’ slips should be silently corrected: the words are uttered in direct discourse, in which case 

there seems to be no reason to amend a character’s spoken text. Indeed, the mistake seems to fit the 

“failure of a father” rather well.  

42 “Energie verspillen” is not an ideal translation of “spend breath”, as it has connotations of 

mechanics and environmental issues. While “to spend breath” is an idiomatic expression, a literal 

translation is out of place. Its regular sense in Dutch is “tijd verknoeien” [in back translation: “to waste 

time”], but this would not be suitable, for it reintroduces “time” into the sentence, as do most of its 

synonymous expressions (“tijd verdoen”, “tijd verspillen”, etc.). 
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zelfs niet gestreden. Het slagveld doet de mens slechts zijn eigen dwaasheid en 

wanhoop inzien en overwinning is een waandenkbeeld van filosofen en dwazen. 

 Het43 stond tegen de boordendoos en ik lag ernaar te luisteren. Dat wil zeggen, 

ik hoorde het. Ik denk niet dat er ooit iemand luistert naar een horloge of een klok. 

Dat hoef je niet te doen.44 Het geluid kan je lange tijd ontgaan, dan in het getik van 

een seconde kan het onafgebroken de lange, steeds korter wordende mars van de tijd 

in je hoofd doen herleven. Zoals vader zei dat je aan het eind van de lange en 

eenzame lichtstralen Jezus kon zien lopen, als het ware.45 En de goede Sint Franciscus 

die Kleine Zuster Dood zei, die nooit een zus had.46 

 Door de muur hoorde ik de veren van het bed van Shreve en daarna het 

suizen47 van zijn pantoffels op de vloer. Ik stond op en liep naar het dressoir en liet 

mijn hand erover heen glijden en raakte het horloge aan en draaide het met de 

wijzerplaat naar beneden en ging weer naar bed. Maar de schaduw van het raam 

was er nog steeds en ik had geleerd om hem bijna tot op de minuut te kennen,48 dus 

                                                 
43 The use of “it” is marked by its distance to the object to which it refers (the watch). However, this 

markedness alerts the reader to the importance Quentin attaches to his watch. 

44 The translation is slightly longer than the original as there exists no direct equivalent for the elliptic 

construction in Dutch. Both a main verb and a determiner have been added. Shorter variants would 

have been possible, such as “Dat hoeft niet” or “Dat is niet nodig”. However, I opt for a personal 

pronoun rather than an impersonal one, as the aspect of informality here is more significant than the 

formal feature of sentence length. 

45 The position of “als het ware” in the translation is marked. But its counterpart in the source text, 

“like” is posted as an afterthought. It seems preferable to suppress the inclination to regularise the 

translation, as these markers enforce the suggestion of stream of consciousness. 

46 The first signs of Quentin’s religious inclinations. 

47 The collocation of “suizen” and “pantoffels” is rather odd, but no less so than “hishing” and 

“slippers”. 

48 The ellipsis in the source text (“I had learned to tell ∅ almost to the minute”) has been maintained in 

the translation. However, Dutch syntax forces the translation to be more explicit, as “kennen” is 
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ik moest er met mijn rug naar toe gaan liggen en voelde, toen die zijn hoogste punt 

had bereikt, de ogen, zoals dieren die vroeger achterop hun kop hadden, jeuken. Het 

zijn altijd de ijdele gewoontes die je ontwikkelt waar je spijt van krijgt. Dat zei vader. 

Dat Christus niet gekruisigd was: hij was uitgewist door een onbeduidend getik van 

radertjes. Die geen zus had. 

 En dus, zodra ik wist dat ik het49 niet meer kon zien, begon ik me af te vragen 

hoe laat het was. Vader zei dat voortdurende bespiegeling met betrekking tot de 

stand van de wijzers op een willekeurige wijzerplaat die een teken van 

geestesactiviteit is.50 Afscheidingsproducten zei vader net als zweet. En ik maar 

zeggen Oké. Vraag het je maar af.51 Vooruit, vraag het je maar af. 

 Als het bewolkt was geweest had ik naar het raam kunnen kijken en nadenken 

over wat hij over ijdele gewoontes zei. Erover kunnen nadenken dat het prettig was 

voor hen in New London als het weer zo bleef als nu. Waarom zou dat niet zo zijn? 

De maand van de bruidjes, de stem die fluisterde Ze kwam uit de spiegel gerend, uit de 

verzamelde geur. Rozen. Rozen. Mr en Mrs Jason Richmond kondigen het huwelijk aan van. 

Rozen. Geen maagden als kornoelje of wolfsmelk. Ik zei ik heb incest gepleegd, 

vader zei ik. Rozen. Sluw en sereen. Als je een jaar op Harvard zit, maar je ziet de 

                                                                                                                                                         
transitive. A possible reading of the source text could be “I could almost tell the time from the shadow 

to the minute”, which leads to the choice for “hem” as a direct object in translation. (∅ indicates the 

empty position). 

49 With respect to cohesion, it would be reasonable to suspect that “it” must refer back to the shadow 

in the previous paragraph. Quentin’s father’s remarks about a dial and hands, however, suggest that 

“it” must refer to his watch. This ambiguity cannot remain unresolved in Dutch because of the gender 

system. As “it” and the reference to the dial and hands both occur in the same paragraph, I will refer 

to the watch by the neutral pronoun. 

50 The anacoluthon mirrors Quentin’s consciousness and should therefore be maintained in 

translation.  

51 In my view, the occurrences of “wonder” in this and the next sentence both refer back to the first 

instance of “wonder” in the paragraph. Consequently, a concordant translation is called for.  
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bootrace niet, zou er restitutie moeten plaatsvinden. Geef het maar aan Jason. Laat 

Jason een jaar op Harvard zitten. 

 Shreve stond in de deuropening zijn boord om te doen en zijn bril glinsterde 

blozend, alsof hij hem samen met zijn gezicht had gewassen. ‘Spijbel je vanochtend?’ 

 ‘Is het al zo laat?’ 

 Hij keek op zijn horloge. ‘De bel gaat over twee minuten.’ 

 ‘Ik wist niet dat het al zo laat was.’ Hij keek nog steeds naar het horloge en zijn 

mond nam de houding aan. ‘Ik moet er als de wiedeweerga vandoor. Ik kan niet nog 

eens spijbelen. De decaan zei vorige week tegen me –‘ Hij stopte het horloge terug in 

zijn zak. Toen hield ik op met praten. 

 ‘Je kunt beter je broek aanschieten en rennen,’ zei hij. Hij ging de kamer uit.52 

 Ik stond op en liep wat heen en weer en luisterde naar hem door de muur. Hij 

ging de woonkamer binnen, naar de deur. 

 ‘Ben je nog niet klaar?’ 

 ‘Nog niet. Ga maar gauw. Ik zal zorgen dat ik op tijd ben.’ 

 

3.1.3 Fragment from Jason section (180-183) 

Zes april 1928.  

Eens een del,53 altijd een del, zeg ik maar. Ik zeg54 maar zo dat je van geluk mag 

spreken als je enige zorg is dat ze spijbelt. Ik zeg maar zo dat ze nu hier in de keuken 

                                                 
52 Although Dutch “uitgaan” has an intransitive variant, this version requires an object. “To go out” 

can also mean “naar buiten gaan”, but what follows makes clear that this interpretation is not valid. 

53 The translation of “bitch” in Dutch is problematic, as there is no Dutch equivalent which expresses 

the two possible (albeit interrelated) meanings in this context (either “promiscuous woman” or 

“treacherous woman”). The context leaves both interpretations open.  

54 Although Jason’s expression, “I says”, is not standard English, I elected not to render it by an 

ungrammatical expression in Dutch. After having considered several options (among which “Ik zegt” 

or “Ik zeit”), I concluded that there exists no variant which is regionally neutral. 
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zou moeten zitten in plaats van boven op haar kamer waar ze make-up op d’r 

gezicht smeert en wacht tot zes negers die niet eens uit hun stoel kunnen komen als 

ze geen pan vol brood en vlees hebben om in evenwicht te blijven haar ontbijt 

klaarmaken. En moeder zegt, 

 ‘Maar dat de schoolinspectie nu wel zal denken dat ik haar niet in de hand 

heb, dat ik haar niet kan …’ 

 ‘Nou ja,’ zeg ik. ‘Dat kan je niet, toch? Je hebt nooit geprobeerd er iets aan te 

doen,’ zeg ik. ‘Wat denk je nu nog te kunnen beginnen, nu ze zeventien is?’ 

 Daarover dacht ze een poosje na. 

‘Maar dat ze nu denken dat… Ik wist niet eens dat ze een rapport had. Afgelopen 

najaar zei ze nog dat ze die dit jaar niet meer gebruikten. En dan belt nu Professor 

Junkin om te zeggen dat ze van school af moet als ze nog een keer afwezig is. Hoe 

krijgt ze het voor elkaar? Waar gaat ze heen? Jij bent de hele dag in de stad: je zou 

haar moeten zien als ze op straat rondhangt.’ 

 ‘Ja,’ zeg ik. ‘Als ze op straat rondhing. Ik denk niet dat ze alleen maar spijbelt 

om iets te doen wat ze net zo goed in het openbaar kan doen,’ zeg ik. 

 ‘Wat bedoel je?’ vroeg ze. 

 ‘Ik bedoel niets,’ zeg ik. ‘Ik gaf alleen maar antwoord op je vraag.’ Toen begon 

ze weer te huilen en had het over hoe haar eigen vlees en bloed opstandig was en 

haar vervloekte. 

 ‘Je vroeg het me zelf,’ zeg ik. 

 ‘Ik heb het niet over jou,’ zegt zij. ‘Jij bent de enige die me niet te schande 

maakt.’ 

 ‘Zeker,’ zeg ik. ‘Daar heb ik nooit de tijd voor gehad. Ik heb nooit de tijd 

gehad om naar Harvard te gaan of mezelf de vernieling in te drinken. Ik moest 

werken. Maar als je wil dat ik haar in de gaten houd om te zien wat ze doet, kan ik 

natuurlijk weggaan bij de winkel en ergens een baan nemen waar ik ’s nachts kan 

werken. Dan kan ik overdag op haar letten en kun je Ben voor de nachtdienst 

inschakelen.’ 
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 ‘Ik weet dat ik je tot last en tot hinder ben,’ zegt ze, huilend op het kussen. 

 ‘Dat zou ik zeker moeten weten,’ zeg ik. ‘Dat vertel je me nu al dertig jaar. 

Zelfs Ben zou het nu wel moeten weten. Wil je dat ik er tegen haar iets over zeg?’ 

 ‘Denk je dat het iets uit zal halen?’ zegt ze. 

 ‘Niet als je tussenbeide komt net wanneer ik op dreef begin te raken,’ zeg ik. 

‘Als je wil dat ik haar in bedwang hou, zeg dat dan en bemoei je d’r verder niet mee. 

Elke keer dat ik het probeer kom jij ertussen en lacht ze ons beiden in ons gezicht uit.’ 

 ‘Denk eraan dat ze je eigen vlees en bloed is,’ zegt ze. 

 ‘Uiteraard,’ zeg ik, ‘dat is precies waar ik aan denk – vlees. En ook een beetje 

bloed, als ik mijn zin kreeg. Wanneer mensen zich als nikkers gedragen, is het enige 

wat je kan doen ze als een nikker behandelen, zonder aanzien des persoons.’ 

 ‘Ik ben bang dat je tegen haar uit zult varen,’ zegt ze. 

 ‘Nou,’ zeg ik. ‘Je hebt anders niet al te veel succes gehad met jouw systeem. Je 

wil toch dat ik er iets aan doe, of niet dan? Zeg maar wat je wil; ik moet weer door 

naar mijn werk.’ 

 ‘Ik weet dat je je voor ons moet afbeulen,’ zegt ze. ‘Weet je, als ik mijn zin 

kreeg zou je een eigen kantoor hebben om naar toe te gaan, en werktijden die een 

Bascomb zouden passen. Want je bent een Bascomb, ook al heet je anders. Ik weet 

dat als je vader van tevoren had geweten…’ 

 ‘Ach,’ zeg ik, ‘ik denk dat hij net als iedereen, zelfs als een Smith of een Jones, 

af en toe een vergissing mag maken.’ 

Ze begon weer te huilen. 

 ‘Dat ik je nou weer zo bitter over je vader moet horen spreken,’ zegt ze. 

 ‘Oké,’ zeg ik, ‘oké. Jij je zin. Maar ik heb nu eenmaal geen kantoor, dus ik moet 

er nu vandoor naar wat ik wel heb. Wil je dat ik iets tegen d’r zeg?’ 
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 ‘Maar er moet iéts gebeuren,’ zegt ze. ‘Dat de mensen denken dat ik haar laat 

spijbelen en door de straten laat rennen, of dat ik haar dat niet kan beletten. … Jason, 

Jason,’55 zegt ze. ‘Hoe kon je. Hoe kon je me met deze last laten zitten.’ 

 ‘Tut, tut,’ zeg ik. ‘Je maakt jezelf nog ziek. Waarom sluit je haar niet de hele 

dag op, of laat je het aan mij over en stop je met je zorgen te maken over haar?’ 

 ‘Mijn eigen vlees en bloed,’ zegt ze, huilend. Dus zeg ik maar, 

 ‘Oké. Ik zal op haar letten. Stop nu met huilen.’ 

 ‘Verlies je beheersing niet,’ zegt ze. ‘Denk eraan, ze is nog maar een kind.’ 

 ‘Nee,’ zeg ik. ‘Dat zal niet gebeuren.’ Ik ging naar buiten en sloot de deur. 

 ‘Jason,’ zegt ze. Ik zei niks terug. Ik liep door de gang. 

‘Jason,’ zegt ze achter de deur. Ik liep door naar beneden. Er was niemand in de 

eetkamer, toen hoorde ik háár in de keuken. Ze probeerde van Dilsey nog een kop 

koffie te krijgen. Ik ging naar binnen. 

 ‘Dat is zeker je schoolkostuum, niet?’ zeg ik. ‘Of is het vandaag misschien een 

feestdag?’ 

 ‘Een half kopje maar, Dilsey,’ zegt ze. ‘Alsjeblieft.’ 

 ‘Geen sprake van,’ zegt Dilsey. ‘Dat doen ik niet. Da kom nie te pas, meer dan 

een kop, een meissie van zeventien, wat zou Miss Caroline d’r wel niet van zeggen. 

Hup, ga je aanklejen voor school, zodat je met Jason mee naar de stad ken rijen. Je 

ben al haas te laat.’ 

 ‘Nee, dat is ze niet,’ zeg ik. ‘Daar gaan we nu even voor zorgen.’ Ze keek me 

aan, met het kopje in haar hand. Ze streek de haren uit haar gezicht, waarbij haar 

kimono van haar schouders gleed. ‘Zet dat kopje neer en kom eens even naar 

binnen,’ zeg ik. 

 ‘Waarom,’ zegt ze. 

 ‘Kom op,’ zeg ik. ‘Zet dat kopje in de gootsteen en kom hier.’ 

                                                 
55 This is one of three names that belongs to more than one character, the other two being “Maury” 

and “Quentin”. Jason’s father is his namesake.  
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 ‘Wat ben je nou van plan, Jason?’ zegt Dilsey. 

 ‘Je denkt misschien dat je over me heen kunt lopen zoals je doet met oma en 

alle anderen,’ zeg ik. ‘Maar je zult merken dat dat niet zo is. Ik geef je tien seconden 

om naar me te luisteren en dat kopje neer te zetten zoals ik je gezegd heb.’ 

 Ze keek me niet meer aan. Ze keek naar Dilsey. ‘Hoe laat is het, Dilsey?’ vraagt 

ze. ‘Fluit maar als er tien seconden voorbij zijn. Een half kopje maar. Dilsey, alsjebl…’ 

 Ik pakte haar bij haar arm. Ze liet het kopje vallen. Het viel stuk op de vloer en 

met haar ogen op me gericht probeerde ze zich los te rukken, maar ik hield haar arm 

vast. Dilsey stond op uit haar stoel. 

 ‘Zeg Jason,’ zegt ze. 

 ‘Laat me los,’ zegt ze, ‘of ik ga slaan.’ 

 ‘Je gaat slaan?’ zeg ik. ‘Echt waar?’ Ze haalde naar me uit. Ik pakte ook haar 

hand vast en hield haar als een wilde kat in bedwang. ‘Je gaat slaan’ zeg ik. ‘Denk je 

dat echt?’ 

 ‘Hé Jason!’ zegt Dilsey. Ik sleepte d’r56 de eetkamer in. Haar kimono raakte los 

en hing fladderend over haar lichaam; ze was verdomme57 bijna naakt. Dilsey kwam 

eraan gehobbeld. Ik draaide me om en trapte de deur voor haar neus dicht. 

3.1.4 Fragment from Dilsey section (265-268) 

Acht april 1928. 

De dag begon somber en kil, een bewegende muur van grauw licht uit het 

noordoosten die, in plaats van in vocht op te lossen, in piepkleine en venijnige 

deeltjes uiteen leek te vallen, net stof, die, toen Dilsey de deur van de hut opendeed 

en naar buiten stapte, zich als naaldjes zijwaarts in haar vlees boorden, niet zozeer 

een neerslag van vocht als wel van een goedje dat iets weg had van dunne, niet 

                                                 
56 “d’r” seems to adequately represent Jason’s conversational style. 

57 As far as I know, the deviant orthography of the source text (“dam” instead of “damn”) cannot be 

rendered satisfactorily in Dutch. 
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geheel ingedikte olie.58 Boven op haar tulband had ze een stugge zwarte strohoed en 

een roodbruine fluwelen schoudermantel met een zoom van haveloos en 

ondefinieerbaar bont over een jurk van paarse zijde en een poosje bleef ze in de 

deuropening staan met haar duizendvoudige en ingevallen gezicht naar het weer 

geheven, en een magere hand waarvan de binnenkant lichtgekleurd was als de buik 

van een vis, toen schoof ze de mantel aan de kant en inspecteerde het bovenstuk van 

haar japon.  

 De japon, vorstelijk van kleur maar verschoten, hing futloos van haar 

schouders, over haar gevallen borsten, spande zich dan om haar buik en hing verder 

losjes en enigszins bol over de onderrokken die ze als de lente vorderde en de dagen 

warmer werden laagje voor laagje uittrok. Ze was vroeger een forse vrouw geweest 

maar nu rees het beeld van haar geraamte op, losjes gedrapeerd in vel zonder vulsel 

dat weer strakker werd bij haar bijna opgeblazen buik, alsof spieren en weefsel de 

moed en de kracht waren geweest die de dagen en jaren hadden verteerd totdat het 

ontembare geraamte overbleef en als een ruïne of baken verrees boven de doezelige 

en ondoordringbare ingewanden59, met daarboven het ingevallen gezicht dat er 

uitzag alsof de botten zich buiten haar vlees bevonden, haar gezicht dat ze nu verhief 

naar de voortjakkerende dag en tegelijkertijd berusting in het lot60 en de verbaasde 

                                                 
58 The first sentence of the Dilsey section illustrates its style well: a figurative and visual language, 

with a considerable number of qualifications and appositions. 

59 Even though the meaning of this metaphor -- “the somnolent and impervious guts” (266) – may be 

unclear, its translation does not pose great problems. Both “somnolent” and “impervious” have 

equivalents in Dutch, which makes it possible to construct a target text which does not make sense in 

the same way that the source text does not. 

60 According to Van Dale Engels Nederlands, “fatalism” means “fatalisme”. However, according to the 

OED, fatalism has two significations: 1 Belief in fatality; the doctrine that all events are predetermined 

by fate and 2 Submission to or compliance with this doctrine. The Dutch lemma only has signification 

2. It does seem improbable that adherence to a doctrine itself can be read from a face.  
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teleurstelling van een kind uitdrukte totdat ze zich omkeerde, weer naar binnenging 

en de deur sloot. 

 De grond vlakbij de deur was onbegroeid. Generaties van blote voetzolen 

hadden een glanzend laagje achtergelaten, net als op oud zilver of de muren van 

Mexicaanse huizen die met de hand zijn bepleisterd.61 Naast het huis stonden drie 

moerbeibomen die in de zomer voor schaduw zorgden en de gevederde bladeren die 

later breed en kalm als handpalmen zouden zijn, golfden vlak op de voortstuwende 

luchtstroom. Een paar Vlaamse gaaien kwamen uit het niets aanzetten, naar boven 

geblazen op de rukwind als bonte stukjes stof of papier en streken neer in de 

moerbeibomen, waar ze hevig heen en weer zwiepten en dan tot rust kwamen, 

waarbij ze krijsten in de wind die op zijn beurt hun schrille geroep vooruit en weg 

blies als stukjes papier of stof. Toen kwamen er nog drie bij en krijsend schommelden 

ze een poosje tussen de verwrongen takken. De deur van de hut ging open en Dilsey 

kwam nogmaals tevoorschijn, nu met een vilthoed van een man op en in een legerjas, 

en onder de rafelige panden ervan viel haar blauwe gingang62 jurk in ongelijke 

bollingen, die om haar heen golfden toen ze door de tuin liep en de trap naar de 

keukendeur opging. 

Even later kwam ze tevoorschijn, nu met een geopende paraplu die ze schuin 

naar voren in de wind hield en stak over naar de houtstapel en legde de paraplu 

neer, nog steeds open. Onmiddellijk greep ze ernaar en hield hem stil en hield hem 

een poosje vast terwijl ze om zich heen keek. Toen deed ze hem dicht en legde hem 

neer en stapelde hout voor het fornuis in haar gekromde armen, tegen haar boezem 

en pakte de paraplu op en kreeg hem eindelijk open en keerde terug naar de trap en 

                                                 
61 The word order in the translation differs considerably from that of the source text. The rendering of 

“in generations” by an adverbial phrase in Dutch would be awkward, so instead I have opted to 

nominalise it and combine it with a different verb. 

62 Although most readers will be unfamiliar with “gingang”, I do not consider this to be a problem as 

the term “gingham” in the source text is probably just as unfamiliar to English readers. 
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hield het hout in een wankel evenwicht terwijl ze kans zag om de paraplu dicht te 

doen, die ze neerzette in de hoek net achter de deur. Ze smeet het hout in de kist 

achter het fornuis. Toen ontdeed ze zich van haar jas en hoed en nam een vuil schort 

van de muur en trok het aan en maakte een vuur in het fornuis. Terwijl ze daarmee 

bezig was en het rooster liet ratelen en de kleppen deed klateren begon Mrs 

Compson haar van boven aan de trap te roepen. 

 Ze droeg een gevoerde kamerjas van zwart satijn die ze vlak onder haar kin 

dichthield. In haar andere hand hield ze een rode gummi kruik en ze bleef boven aan 

de trap achter in het huis staan en riep met regelmatige tussenpozen toonloos 

‘Dilsey’ in het stille trapgat dat in volledige duisternis naar beneden voerde en dan 

weer zichtbaar werd waar het een grijs raam ontmoette. ‘Dilsey,’ riep ze, zonder 

stembuiging of nadruk of haast, alsof ze helemaal niet op een antwoord zat te 

wachten. ‘Dilsey.’ 

 Dilsey antwoordde en hield op met het geratel aan het fornuis, maar nog voor 

ze de keuken uit was, riep Mrs Compson haar nog eens en voor ze de eetkamer uit 

was en haar hoofd afstak tegen de grijze lichtvlek van het raam nog een keer. 

 ‘Ja, ja,’ zei Dilsey. ‘Ja, ja, ik bent er al. Ik vul et zodra ik heet water hep.’63 Ze 

tilde haar rokken op en ging de trap op, waardoor ze het grauwe licht helemaal 

blokkeerde. ‘Zet em daar maar neer en gaat maar trug naar bed.’ 

 ‘Ik begreep niet wat er aan de hand was,’ zie Mrs Compson. ‘Ik heb minstens 

een urr wakker gelegen zonder geluiden uit de keuken te horen.’ 

‘Zet um daar maar neer en gaat maar trug naar bed,’ zei Dilsey. Ze hees zich 

moeizaam de trap op, lomp en met zware ademhaling. ‘Ik heb het vuur aan in een tel 

en het water warm in twee tellen.’ 

‘Ik heb daar minstens een uur gelegen,’ zei Mrs Compson. ‘Ik dacht dat je 

misschien wachtte tot ik naar beneden kwam en het vuur aanstak.’ 

                                                 
63 As dialect forms are more pronounced here than in the previous sections, I have attempted to render 

Dilsey’s speech as more deviant here. 
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Dilsey kwam boven bij de trap aan en pakte de waterkruik. ‘Ik regel het zo,’ 

zei ze. ‘Luster hep zich vanochtend verslape omdat ie de halve nacht bij die 

voorstelling was. Ik maak het vuur zelf wel aan. Ga nu maar zodat je de anderen niet 

wakker maakt tot ik klaar bent.’ 

‘Als je Luster dingen laat doen die zijn werk belemmeren, draai je d’r zelf voor 

op,’ zei Mrs Compson. ‘Jason zal niet blij zijn als hij ervan hoort. Dat weet je.’ 

‘t Was niet ut geld van Jason waarmee tie ging,’ zei Dilsey. ‘Das zekers zo.’ Ze 

liep verder de trap af. 
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Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis has been to establish to what extent stylistic analysis is a useful 

preliminary step before actual translation. It certainly appears to be a helpful 

hermeneutical tool by showing the relationship between the text and the text world. 

In the case of The Sound and the Fury it has especially provided insight into the mind 

styles of the protagonists cum narrators. Even though Leech and Short’s model 

entails looking at texts at the micro-level, its functional aspect promotes a healthy 

detachment from the linguistic structures of the source text. What is more, by 

slowing down the reading process, analysis promotes accuracy. 

Still, there remain a few problems with stylistic analysis of prose fiction with 

respect to prospective translation, the most prominent being the selection of relevant 

features. In Leech and Short’s view, stylistic analysis helps to support the 

interpretation of a literary work. As interpretation is a broad concept, in practice 

literary criticism narrows its scope by formulating and hopefully answering a 

research question. A translation, on the other hand, must be an optimal rendition of 

all aspects of the source text. This means that, in that case, a stylistic analysis cannot 

be confined to only one aspect. The lack of a single research question makes it hard to 

decide which aspects must be given the greatest weight and how deep it is one must 

delve. Leech and Short’s checklist provides starting points for the research, but in 

reality the number of possible configurations is huge, which makes it impossible to 

investigate all of them. On the other hand, we should not be surprised if we find that, 

for prose, the number of items from the checklist that yield interesting information is 

limited to a handful, as notes of discord do not register against a backdrop of noise. 

Another complicating factor is the determination of deviancy: in practice it is not 

always feasible to find out whether certain expressions are marked or not. One 

would need statistical data to be able to establish whether texts deviate in some way 

from a comparable corpus. All this comes down to the fact that translators still have 

to rely on their intuition for the selection of features. Although this would not have 
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to be a problem in itself, the intuition of translators might fail if they are not at least 

working on a provisional translation. A more realistic approach would therefore 

probably be to analyse a text roughly, and subsequently try one’s hand at a 

provisional translation, after which source text and target text should be compared. 

Such a procedure points out much quicker where problem areas might be. Stylistic 

analysis is a tried and tested method for the evaluation of existing translations, 

whereas its value as a preliminary step is limited. However, in my opinion it could 

still serve a purpose in translator training as a means of sensibilisation. 

It is dangerous to make universal claims about the translation of modernist 

works. Still, it can be maintained that modernism has a penchant for limited 

viewpoints, so that in translation one has to be careful to maintain that limited vision. 

This is, perhaps, stating the obvious, but the devil is in the detail, as we have seen: 

even seemingly insignificant changes like the addition of a modal particle, the 

suppletion of a direct object or the specification of an existential verb may lead to 

subtle incongruities in the text world. The maxim should be not to give away more 

than the source text warrants. 

With regard to contrastive analysis, I have pointed out the need for more 

research on the contrasts between English and Dutch. The existing literature focuses 

mostly on systemic differences between those languages, whereas translation is 

concerned with language use. To wish for a comprehensive survey is probably 

equivalent to a utopian dream, but partial studies on contrastive aspects of 

translation from English to Dutch would be quite welcome. 
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